WESTERN REGIONAL WATER COMMISSION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
AGENDA
Friday, July 10, 2009
1:30 p.m.
City of Sparks Legislative Council Chambers
745 Fourth Street, Sparks, Nevada
NOTICE OF POSSIBLE QUORUM OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TRUCKEE MEADOWS WATER
AUTHORITY (“TMWA”), BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF WASHOE COUNTY (“BCC”), BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE SOUTH TRUCKEE MEADOWS GENERAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (“STMGID”), AND
NORTHERN NEVADA WATER PLANNING COMMISSION (“NNWPC”)
(See ‘Notes’)

1.

Roll call and determination of presence of a quorum*

2.

Pledge of allegiance*

3.

Approval of agenda

4.

Public Comment* (Three-minute time limit per person)

5.

Approval of the minutes of the May 21, 2009 meeting

6.

Discussion and possible approval of an Amended Interlocal Agreement with the City
of Reno, in an amount not to exceed $400,000, for continuation of technical services
by Limno-Tech, Inc. for water quality planning and the Truckee River total maximum
daily load for nutrients (“TMDL”), and, if approved, authorize the Chairman to
execute the agreement — Greg Dennis, City of Reno and Jim Smitherman, DWR

7.

Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with the City of Reno,
in an amount not to exceed $65,000, for consulting services to be provided by MBK
Engineers for water quality planning and the TMDL, and, if approved, authorize the
Chairman to execute the agreement — Greg Dennis and Jim Smitherman

8.

Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with the City of Fernley,
in an amount not to exceed $71,000, to reimburse water delivery assessments
related to augmentation of instream flows in the lower Truckee River, and, if
approved, authorize the Chairman to execute the agreement — John Rhodes,
WRWC Legal Counsel

9.

Update on status of evaluation considering possible integration of TMWA and the
Washoe County Department of Water Resources (“DWR”), including presentation of
reports from Operations Team and Water Resources Team; discussion regarding
schedule, and possible direction to staff — Mark Foree, TMWA and Rosemary
Menard, DWR

10.

Discussion and possible appointment of a TMWA/DWR Integration Evaluation
Subcommittee — Mark Foree and Rosemary Menard

11.

Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with Washoe County
for the Investment of Regional Water Management Funds in the Washoe County
Investment Pool, and, if approved, authorize the Chairman to execute the agreement
— Ben Hutchins, DWR
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12.

Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the date of the next meeting and
agenda items for that meeting

13.

Commission Comments*

14.

Staff Comments*

15.

Public Comment* (Three minute time limit per person)

16.

Adjournment

*Indicates a non-action item

Notes: Because several of the WRWC Trustees are also members of the Board of Directors of TMWA, it is
possible that a quorum of the TMWA Board may be present. Such members will not take action at
this meeting as members of the TMWA Board, but may take action solely in their capacity as WRWC
Trustees. A quorum of the BCC, STMGID and the NNWPC may also be in attendance but will not be
taking action.
Public comment will be taken on agenda items upon the submittal of a request via submittal of a Speaker
Information Card. There is a three-minute time limit per person.
Items on the agenda without a time designation may not necessarily be considered in the order in which
they appear. The WRW C may take action on any of the action items listed.
Facilities in which this meeting is being held are accessible to the disabled. Persons with disabilities who
require special accommodations or assistance (e.g. sign language interpreters or assisted listening devices)
at the meeting should notify Truckee Meadows Water Authority at 834-8002, at least 24 hours prior to the
meeting.
In accordance with NRS 241.020, this agenda has been posted at the following locations: Reno City Hall (1
East First Street), Sparks City Hall (431 Prater Way), Sparks Justice Court (630 Greenbrae Dr), Sun Valley
GID (5000 Sun Valley Blvd.), TMWA (1355 Capital Blvd.), Washoe County Administration Building (1001 E.
9th Street), Washoe County Clerk’s Office (Court and Virginia Streets), Washoe County Central Library (301
South Center St.), Washoe County Department of Water Resources (4930 Energy Way), Galena Market
(19990 Thomas Creek Rd.), Galena High School (3600 Butch Cassidy Way), South Valleys Library (15650A
Wedge Parkway), the TMWA website: http://tmh2o.com and the WRWC website: http://wrwc.us.

WESTERN REGIONAL WATER COMMISSION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
DRAFT MINUTES
Thursday, May 21, 2009
The meeting of the Western Regional Water Commission (WRWC) was held on Thursday, May 21,
2009, at City of Sparks Legislative Council Chambers, 745 Fourth Street, Sparks, Nevada.
1. Roll Call and Determination of presence of a Quorum – Chairman Carrigan called the meeting to
order at 10:02 a.m. There was a quorum present.
Commissioners Present:
Mike Carrigan, Chair
Dave Aiazzi, Vice-Chair
John Breternitz
Bob Cashell
Steve Cohen
Geno Martini
Ron Smith

Representing:
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA)
City of Reno
Washoe County
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA)
South Truckee Meadows General Improvement District (STMGID)
Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility (TMWRF)
City of Sparks

Commissioners Absent:
Patricia Lancaster
Bob Larkin

Representing:
Sun Valley General Improvement District (SVGID)
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA)

2. Pledge of Allegiance
Commissioner Martini led the Western Regional Water Commission in the Pledge of Allegiance.
3. Public Comment
Chairman Carrigan called for public comments and hearing none, closed the public comment period.
4. Approval of Agenda
Commissioner Aiazzi made a motion to approve the May 21, 2009 WRWC agenda as posted.
Commissioner Smith seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
5. Approval of the Minutes of the April 10, 2009 meeting.
The minutes of the April 10, 2009 Western Regional Water Commission meeting were submitted for
approval. Commissioner Martini made a motion to approve the minutes as submitted. Commissioner
Breternitz seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
6. Report on legislative activities, including Bills introduced in the 2009 Nevada Legislature that
may affect the WRWC / NNWPC; discussion, and possible direction to staff.
Chairman Carrigan welcomed John Rhodes, Legal Counsel, to speak on this item. Mr. Rhodes referred to
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the staff report, which lists the bills that the WRWC has supported or opposed. He provided a brief
summary of the actions taken to date by the Legislative Subcommittee and the outcome, which are as
follows:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Assembly Bill (AB) 442, which prohibits local governmental entities (including the WRWC)
from making expenditures for lobbyists. The Subcommittee opposed the Bill as written. The Bill
died in Committee.
Senate Concurrent Resolution (SCR) 2, which encourages entities that are engaged in water
quality monitoring to coordinate certain activities. The Subcommittee supported the Bill. The
Bill passed both Houses. The Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) Board approved a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) related to the Bill; the MOU will be presented to the
WRWC at the next meeting.
Senate Bill (SB) 345, which makes an appropriation to the Truckee River Flood Project to
support ecosystem restoration activities in the amount of $5 million (which is not currently
available). The Subcommittee supported the Bill. The Bill is still alive; however, the prospects
do not look good.
SB 175, which makes provisions for facilitating the flood control district. The Subcommittee
supported the Bill, which is alive in the Assembly but would result in a political mandate.
SB 111, which relates to technical amendments to the Western Regional Water Commission. The
Subcommittee supported the Bill, which passed and is in the Governor’s office.
SB 224, which revises provisions governing voting and abstentions by public bodies composed
of elected officials only. The Subcommittee opposed the Bill, which has been dropped.
AB 119 by Assemblywoman Leslie, which requires the Truckee Meadows Regional Plan to
include policies that are based on identified and sustainable water resources within Washoe
County (based on the approval of Washoe County Ballot Question 3). The Subcommittee
supported the Amended Bill. The Bill passed both Houses and has gone to the Governor as a
political mandate.

Mr. Rhodes suggested that the WRWC make a motion to dissolve the Legislative Subcommittee.
Commissioner Aiazzi made a motion to dissolve the Subcommittee. Commissioner Cohen seconded the
motion, which carried unanimously.
Chairman Carrigan opened the Public Hearing at 10:06 a.m.
7. Review and possible approval of the WRWC Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2009-2010.
Mr. Smitherman stated that State Law requires that governmental entities hold a Public Hearing to adopt
their budget on the third Thursday in May. He reported that a preliminary budget was presented to the
Commissioners at the April meeting, which Commissioners approved without amendment. He reported
that a tentative budget was filed with the State on April 14, 2009 and now the final proposed budget is
being presented. He added that no changes to the budget were made since the last meeting.
Mr. Smitherman summarized that the budget consists of revenue in the amount of $1.476 million;
expenses totaling approximately $2.533 million; with an ending RWMF balance of approximately $2.44
million. He stated that the net decrease in cash reserves is $1.056 million. He clarified that the portion of
the budget that is not covered by projected revenues will be covered by the cash reserves.
Mr. Smitherman stated that professional services total approximately $1.96 million; staff accounts for
approximately $481,000 and non-staff operating items are approximately $92,000.
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Mr. Smitherman welcomed questions or comments. Chairman Carrigan asked for clarification of what
percentage of the ending fund balance would be held in reserve. Mr. Smitherman stated that
Commissioners approved keeping two quarters in reserve.
Chairman Carrigan called for questions or comments from commissioners or the public, of which there
were none.
Commissioner Martini made a motion to approve the Fiscal Year 2009/2010 budget as outlined by staff.
Commissioner Breternitz seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
Chairman Carrigan closed the public hearing at 10:10 a.m.
8. Update on the status of evaluation work considering the possible integration of TMWA and the
Washoe County Department of Water Resources (DWR); possible direction to staff.
Chairman Carrigan welcomed Rosemary Menard, Director of Washoe County Department of Water
Resources (DWR), to present this item.
Ms. Menard reported that she and Mark Foree, General Manager of TMWA, developed a brief status
update on the possible integration of DWR and TMWA, which was presented to Commissioners. She
referred to the schedule of next steps, which includes presentation of an evaluation by staff working
groups at the August WRWC meeting with possible direction to staff on whether to proceed. She
reported that from August to October, staff would work on an implementation schedule and plan, with a
proposed joint meeting of the TMWA Board, the WRWC and the Board of County Commissioners.
Commissioner Aiazzi stated that it might be a good idea for some Board members to form a
subcommittee to assist in the process and evaluate the issues. Commissioner Cohen agreed it would be a
good idea for another group to evaluate the possible integration and to provide preliminary input and
guidance. Chairman Carrigan agreed that option could be explored in July or August by the WRWC.
Chairman Carrigan thanked staff for the update.
9. Review and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with TMWA for administrative
services for Fiscal Year 2009/2010 and Fiscal Year 2010/2011.
Mr. Smitherman reported that TMWA has been providing in-kind administrative services for the WRWC
since its inception. He stated that the TWMA Board approved an Interlocal Agreement at the morning
meeting. He added that this contract would cover two years. He reported that services include
preparation of and posting agenda packets, meeting minutes, and secretarial support. He stated that
Corrine Cassell does an excellent job and also maintains the official meeting records.
Chairman Carrigan welcomed questions or comments from Commissioners.
Commissioner Aiazzi made a motion to approve the Interlocal Agreement for administrative services.
Commissioner Smith seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
10. Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with Washoe County, in amounts
not to exceed $10,594 for the current fiscal year, and $20,000 for Fiscal Year 2009/2010, for
development and maintenance of a website for the WRWC and NNWPC; and if approved,
authorize the Chairman to execute the Agreement.
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Chris Wessel reported that the NNWPC recommended approval of the scope of work and funding for a
website for the WRWC. Commissioner Smith asked for clarification that this process was done last year.
Mr. Wessel stated the process began last year but was not implemented.
Commissioner Smith made a motion to approve the Interlocal Agreement with Washoe County.
Commissioner Cashell seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
11. Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding the date of next meeting and agenda items
for that meeting.
Ms. Menard stated that staff proposes canceling the June WRWC meeting and scheduling the next
meeting for July 10, 2009. She stated that the upcoming meetings in July and August would include a
few contractual items and an update on the proposed integration of TMWA and DWR.
Commissioner Smith made a motion to cancel the June meeting. Commissioner Aiazzi seconded the
motion, which carried unanimously.
12. Commission Comments
None
13. Staff Comments
None
14. Public Comment
Chairman Carrigan called for public comments and hearing none, closed the Public Comment period.
15. Adjournment
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:15 a.m.
Respectfully submitted by,
Niki Linn, Recording Secretary

Approved by Commission in session on________________ 2009.

____________________________
Mike Carrigan, Chairman

Note: DRAFT Minutes not approved by Board.
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Western Regional Water Commission
Staff Report
DATE:

June 24, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

Greg Dennis, P.E., Reno Deputy Public Works Director and
Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Discussion and possible approval of an Amended Interlocal Agreement with
the City of Reno, in an amount not to exceed $400,000, for continuation of
technical services by Limno-Tech, Inc. for water quality planning and the
Truckee River total maximum daily load for nutrients (“TMDL”), and, if
approved, authorize the Chairman to execute the agreement

SUMMARY
Since July 2008, the Western Regional Water Commission (“WRWC”) has supported, through
the RWMF, a collaborative effort among Reno, Sparks, Washoe County and Truckee Meadows
Water Authority staff for watershed-based water quality planning and the development of a
Truckee River third-party TMDL for nutrients. The multi-agency working group has engaged
the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (“NDEP”) in the planning process. Over time,
other stakeholders will be invited to participate. The RWMF is the source of revenue for the
required technical and legal assistance being provided by various consultants.
LTI has provided Truckee River water quality modeling support for fiscal year 2008/2009 by
way of an Interlocal Agreement between the WRWC and the City of Reno. The project working
group wishes to continue using LTI for fiscal year 2009/2010 by amending the existing
agreement with Reno. A scope of work, including a $400,000 budget, is attached. The approved
RWMF budget for fiscal year 2009/2010 includes this project.
BACKGROUND:
The watershed-based water quality planning and Truckee River third-party TMDL project is a
phased effort for assessing Truckee River water quality regarding both river health and the
discharge of effluent from the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility (“TMWRF”) that
was approved by the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”) and the
WRWC in July and August 2008, respectively. The approved work scope outlines an approach
for a phased, multi-track effort that moves the (TMDL forward to completion while concurrently
building understanding and planning for other important and complimentary physical and
biological river improvement strategies. The Phase I work scope provides for the needed core
educational components and furthers research elements requested by NDEP. The tasks required
to successfully revise the Truckee River TMDL and obtain its acceptance and approval are
varied, and include complex technical work requiring specialized scientific and engineering
skills, and other items needing professional facilitation or specialized legal expertise.
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The Cities of Reno and Sparks have been working with NDEP for a number of years to review
and conceivably modify the Truckee River TMDL for nutrients. One objective of past work has
been to develop updated modeling tools and compile applicable data for a new TMDL that is
protective of the Truckee River, and provides TMWRF with additional operational flexibility.
PREVIOUS ACTION
On June 3, 2009, the NNWPC recommended that the WRWC approve funding in an amount not
to exceed $400,000 from the RWMF for the continuation of technical services provided by LTI
as described in the attached scope of work, and execution of an amendment to an existing
agreement with the City of Reno to include the scope of work and additional funding.
On June 13, 2008, the WRWC approved $197,500 from the RWMF and a scope of work for LTI
to provide technical services concerning the watershed-based water quality planning and Truckee
River third-party TMDL project; and on July 11, 2008, the WRWC authorized execution of an
Interlocal Agreement with the City of Reno for the project.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact to the Regional Water Management Fund would not exceed $400,000. Budget
authority is located in Fund Group 766, Fund 7066, Account Number 710100, Professional
Services, Cost Object WP310500.
RECOMMENDATION
The NNWPC recommends that the WRWC approve funding in an amount not to exceed
$400,000 from the RWMF for the continuation of technical services provided by LTI as
described in the attached scope of work; and authorize the Chairman to execute, upon receipt, an
Amended Interlocal Agreement with the City of Reno to include the scope of work and
additional funding for this project.
POSSIBLE MOTION
Move to approve funding in an amount not to exceed $400,000 from the RWMF for the
continuation of technical services provided by LTI as described in the attached scope of work;
and authorize the Chairman to execute, upon receipt, an Amended Interlocal Agreement with the
City of Reno to include the scope of work and additional funding for this project.
JS:jd
Attachment:

Scope of Work
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Work Scope for:

Continuation of Services for
Watershed‐based Water Quality Planning and TMDL Development
for the Truckee River
LimnoTech, April 24, 2009

Background
Restoration of the Truckee River requires a comprehensive basin‐wide effort to evaluate management,
pollution control and restoration strategies with respect to flow, land‐use, pollutant loading, habitat and
biological resources. Only in this regard can we effectively improve, protect, and sustain the biological,
recreational and economic value of this important resource. Comprehensive efforts are needed that
address the chemical, physical and biological aspects of this waterbody and watershed. Development of
a revised Truckee River TMDL can address the chemical/water quality aspects of this comprehensive
strategy, which serves as a foundation on which other efforts can be built.
A collection of water agencies with interests in the Truckee River (Cities of Reno and Sparks, Washoe
County, Truckee Meadows Water Authority [TMWA], TWMRF) are collaborating with the Nevada
Department of Environmental Protection, USEPA, and other stakeholders to conduct watershed‐based
water quality planning and thereby develop a Truckee River total maximum daily load (TMDL) for
nutrients. This scope outlines a the continuation of the proposed approach for a phased, multi‐track
effort that moves the TMDL forward to completion while concurrently building understanding and
planning for other important and complimentary physical and biological restoration strategies (Figure 1).
The approach involves comprehensive education of stakeholders on both technical and management
elements to help insure a transparent effort which builds regional acceptance and promotes
collaboration towards improving the chemical, physical and biological health of the Truckee River.
LimnoTech is currently conducting work under contract A‐3676 (City of Reno, July 28, 2008) as funded
jointly by the WRWC and the Cities of Reno and Sparks. This work scope proposes a continuation of
efforts by LimnoTech to support the TMDL development process.

Status of Work
Activity under the current scope since September 2008, has included:
Educational Tool Development: Developed draft Technical Fact Sheets regarding TMDL‐related topics
such as dissolved oxygen impairment, water rights, historical Truckee River flows, water quality
standards, the TMDL process.
Stakeholder / TMDL Working Group Support: Provided technical support to 3rd Parties (Cities of Reno
and Sparks, TMWA, and Washoe County) and regulators during TMDL Work Group meetings on topics
such as historical dissolved oxygen impairment, TMWRF effluent quality, monitoring data. Developed a
conceptual approach for TMDL revision and identified TMDL elements requiring additional input from
regulators and 3rd parties (e.g., definition of representative low flow condition). Identified the need to
consider a water quality standards revision for nutrients in connection with a TMDL revision. Conducted
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model simulations to evaluate water quality impacts of a range of flows below Derby Dam and a range
of TMWRF effluent scenarios. Coordinated with the Center for Collaborative Policy (CCP) on progress of
the technical and stakeholder‐related efforts. Traveled from Ann Arbor to Reno (approximately 1 to 2
person trips per month) to participate in meetings.
NDEP Collaboration: Supported development of a TMDL Work Plan by attending meetings,
investigating technical requirements, and developing text. Coordinated with NDEP to investigate TMDL
elements such as water quality standards, NDEP 303(d) list, and the regulatory basis for selection of a
representative low flow year for TMDL analysis. Performed flow ranking analysis of TROM model
output to characterize low flow years.
Technical Research and Model Refinement: Conducted model linkage testing and implemented
improvements to link the watershed (WARMF) and stream (TRHSPF) water quality models. Updated
model databases, upgraded WinModel (TRHSPF) graphical user interface, and implemented TRHSPF
model enhancements to represent organic nutrients as independent constituents. Coordinated with
TMWA and MBK Engineers on required TROM model output data to use for low flow year selection and
input to WARMF and TRSHPF for test model runs.
Watershed Education for TAC and Stakholders: Conducted a preliminary investigation of watershed
restoration activities and characterization of historical Truckee River geomorphology changes.
Project Management: General oversight of project activities. Participated in internal meetings.
Tracked scope, schedule and budget.

Future Work
The objectives of a continuation of efforts by LimnoTech include:
•

•
•
•

Educate Stakeholders and Participants: Efforts will continue to enhance the understanding of
stakeholders and a Technical Advisory Committee on Truckee River conditions, issues, data and
tools. This process allows for all participants to gain fundamental and factual understanding, will
help reduce misconceptions, and allow for stakeholder issues and concerns to be aired. The
education process will also allow for the exploration of the interrelationship of the TMDL,
watershed, and biological planning tracks to insure that subsequent efforts are coordinated and
complementary.
Identify Regulatory Issues: Efforts will continue to clearly identify all regulatory requirements
for the TMDL development in process, objectives and technical analysis. This will insure a well
designed TMDL process that can achieve final regulatory approval.
Resolve Technical Issues and Refine Tools: Efforts will continue to insure that all technical
issues are clearly defined and that appropriate tools and analysis are available to address these
issues in the TMDL development process.
Screen Potential Alternatives and Frame a TMDL Approach: Efforts will continue to screen the
potential alternatives and better frame an approach for pollutant control reductions and flow
management in support of TMDL development and a potential water quality standards revision.
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A continuation of effort by LimnoTech is expected to include activities as outlined by the following tasks:
1. Stakeholder Education:
LimnoTech will Continue development of technical fact sheets to help the necessary education of the 3rd
Parties, regulators, and other stakeholders regarding the technical complexity of the Truckee River
system and how that relates to TMDL development and water quality standards revision. LimnoTech will
also develop enhanced visualization tools to more efficiently link and view input and output from the
water quality models.
2. Stakeholder / TMDL Working Group Support
Under this task, LimnoTech will:
• Continue support of 3rd Party TMDL working group activities.
• Attend scheduled meetings either in person or by teleconference.
• Prepare technical materials and provide strategic advice on moving the TMDL process forward.
Support the continued development of the TMDL Work Plan though text development and
investigation of technical elements.
• Respond to requests made by 3rd Parties or regulators to investigate technical elements.
• Continue efforts to frame a TMDL approach which considers potential risks, possible alternative
pathways, and results in progress towards NDEP approvable and legally defensible TMDL.
• Coordinate with CCP to sustain continuity between the technical and stakeholder‐based
elements of the TMDL and potential water quality standards revision process. If scheduled to
occur, participate in the planning and implementation of a Truckee River Water Quality Summit.
Note: The extent of time spent under this task is highly dependent on the pace and momentum of
stakeholder activities.
3. NDEP / USEPA coordination and collaboration
Under this task, LimnoTech will:
• Maintain communication with NDEP and USEPA regarding reasonable pathways for an
approvable 3rd Party TMDL and potential water quality standards revision.
• Perform requested analysis to better define TMDL endpoint thresholds (e.g. representative low
flow, minimum level of dissolved oxygen excursions, limited impacts to Pyramid Lake and
Lahontan Reservoir).
• Conduct necessary analysis and reporting to submit proposed changes for nutrient water quality
standards to NDEP and USEPA.
4. Screening of Potential Alternatives
At the request of the 3rd parties, regulators, and/or a TAC, LimnoTech will perform data and model
analysis to screen the universe of potential alternatives related to TMDL load allocations and reasonable
nutrient standards. Model analysis will include:
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•
•
•
•
•

Coordination with stakeholders to appropriate define model inputs and assumptions;
Coordination with MBK Engineers to develop any TROM‐based model inputs;
Coordination with Systech to develop any WARMF‐based model inputs;
Set up, execution, and evaluation of requested model runs; and
Presentation of model results to 3rd Parties, regulators, and/or TAC stakeholders.

5. Technical Research / Model Refinement / TRIG Coordination
LimnoTech will continue refinement of modeling tools to improve robustness and defensibility of the
scientific basis for the TMDL and potential water quality standards revision. This task will complete the
model linkage testing and resolve any remaining issues to ensure that WARMF and TRHSPF work fluidly
together to predict the river’s response to point and nonpoint loading. Improved integration of WARMF
and TRHSPF within the same graphical user interface (WinModel) to expedite model run pre‐ and post‐
processing. A subcontract will be set up for Systech to conduct model adjustments in WARMF.
Coordinate with custodians of the Truckee River Information Gateway website
(http://truckeeriverinfo.org/) to supply data, models, and educational tools for stakeholder access.
6. TAC Development and Support
It is planned that a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC, comprised of qualified specialists representing a
range of perspectives, will be formed to provide technical review and guidance on scientific and
technical elements of this TMDL and potential water quality standards revision effort. LimnoTech will
provide support related to the organization of the TAC (but budget does not include any compensation
for members of TAC), and facilitation of TAC meetings. LimnoTech will also help educate the TAC on
Truckee River science, research and perform analysis as requested to address technical issues or
questions generated by the TAC.
7. Watershed Education
Under this task, LimnoTech will:
• Research ongoing, proposed, and potential future activities in the Truckee River watershed
related to nonpoint source reduction and watershed‐based improvements (e.g., restoration,
BMPs, stormwater controls).
• Refine water quality model inputs (e.g., channel geometry coefficients) to reflect ongoing and
proposed watershed‐based improvements. Run model scenarios to attempt to quantify the
potential water quality benefits that may be realized with watershed improvements.
• Summarize findings and present to stakeholders. Coordinate with stakeholders regarding any
activities related to the Physical/Watershed and Biological/Fish tracks of Truckee River water
quality planning.
8. Project Management
LimnoTech will manage and coordinate all project work including that of any subconsultants (e.g.,
Systech). LimnoTech will also provide monthly status reports on progress and budget. and keep the
stakeholder group advised of any necessary refinements to the scope or budget reallocation.
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Budget
The estimated budget to continue work for 12 months beyond the current contract (A‐3676) is $385,000
for LimnoTech services, plus an additional $15,000 subcontract to Systech, for a total of $400,000. It is
estimated that contract A‐3676 will be exhausted by June 2009. Since the commencement of contract A‐
3676, LimnoTech has billed an average of $32,000 per month for support the Truckee River TMDL
efforts. The estimated budget described above would be sufficient to cover LimnoTech services with a
similar level of effort for approximately 12 months. As summary of estimated budget by task is provided
below:

Table 1: Estimate Project Budget by Task

Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Task Description
Stakeholder Education
Stakeholder / TMDL Working Group Support
NDEP / USEPA Coordination / Collaboration
Screening of Potential Alteratives
Technical Research / Model Refinement / TRIG Coordination
TAC Development and Support
Watershed Education
Project Management
LimnoTech Total
Subcontract to Systech
Project Total

Limno Tech
Budget
$
50,000
$
75,000
$
40,000
$
75,000
$
30,000
$
60,000
$
30,000
$
25,000
$
$
$

Systech
Subcontract

$
$

6,000
9,000

385,000
15,000
400,000
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Decision Point # 1

Decision Point # 2

TMDL Complete

Chemical / TMDL Track
Phase I
• Educate Stakeholders
• Identify Regulatory Issues
• Resolve Technical Issues and
Refine Tools
• Coordinate with Physical and
Biological Tracks
• Conduct Future Phase
Planning

Phase II

Phase III

• Continue Stakeholder
• Refine Stakeholder Education Education
• Resolve remaining NDEP/EPA
• Frame a TMDL approach
Issues
• Screen potential alternatives
• Coordinate with Physical and
Biological Tracks
• Conduct Future Phase
Planning

• Develop TMDL
• Coordinate and link TMDL to
physical and biological
restoration plans

Physical / Watershed Track
Phase I‐a

Phase I‐b

Phase II

Phase III

• Continue Stakeholder
• Continue Stakeholder
Education
Education
• Refine model for TMDL
• Link stormwater to TMDL
stormwater assessment
ADDITONAL OBJECTIVES AND TASKS TO BE DEFINED THROUGH A SEPARATE SCOPE FOCUSED ON WATERSHED PLAN DEVELOPMENT

• Educate Stakeholders

Biological / Fish Track
Phase I‐a

Phase I‐b

Phase II

Phase III

OBJECTIVES AND TASKS TO BE DEFINED THROUGH A SEPARATE SCOPE FOCUSED ON SUSTAINABILITY OF AQUATIC AND RIPARIAN ECOSYSTEMS

Figure 1. Schematic of three tracks for progression of watershed planning efforts for the Truckee River
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Western Regional Water Commission
Staff Report
DATE:

July 1, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

Greg Dennis, P.E., Reno Deputy Public Works Director
Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with the City of
Reno, in an amount not to exceed $65,000, for consulting services to be
provided by MBK Engineers for water quality planning and the Truckee
River Total Maximum Daily Load (“TMDL”) for nutrients, and, if approved,
authorize the Chairman to execute the agreement

SUMMARY
Since July 2008, the Western Regional Water Commission (“WRWC”) has supported, through
the Regional Water Management Fund (“RWMF”), a collaborative effort among Reno, Sparks,
Washoe County and Truckee Meadows Water Authority (“TMWA”) staff for watershed-based
water quality planning and the development of a Truckee River third-party TMDL for nutrients.
The multi-agency working group has engaged the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
(“NDEP”) in the planning process. Over time, other stakeholders will be invited to participate.
The RWMF is the source of revenue for the required technical and legal assistance being
provided by various consultants.
The project working group has determined that Truckee River Operating Agreement (“TROA”)
expertise is required to help evaluate the effects of flow management, pollution control and
restoration activities on the Truckee River and in the watershed. The project working group
recommended that the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”) pursue MBK
because of the firm’s unique, detailed knowledge concerning TROA and the Truckee River
Operations Model, and because MBK has provided technical assistance to local entities,
including TMWA in the past. A statement of work is attached. The approved RWMF budget for
fiscal year 2009/2010 includes funding for this project.
BACKGROUND:
The watershed-based water quality planning and Truckee River third-party TMDL project is a
phased effort for assessing Truckee River water quality regarding both river health and the
discharge of effluent from the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility (“TMWRF”) that
was approved by the NNWPC and the WRWC in July and August 2008, respectively. The
approved work scope outlines an approach for a phased, multi-track effort that moves the TMDL
forward to completion while concurrently building understanding and planning for other
important and complimentary physical and biological river improvement strategies. The Phase I
work scope provides for the needed core educational components and furthers research elements
requested by NDEP. The tasks required to successfully revise the Truckee River TMDL and
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obtain its acceptance and approval are varied, and include complex technical work requiring
specialized scientific and engineering skills, and other items needing professional facilitation or
specialized legal expertise.
The Cities of Reno and Sparks have been working with NDEP for a number of years to review
and conceivably modify the Truckee River TMDL for nutrients. One objective of past work has
been to develop updated modeling tools and compile applicable data for a new TMDL that is
protective of the Truckee River, and provides TMWRF with additional operational flexibility.
PREVIOUS ACTION
On June 3, 2009, the NNWPC recommended that the WRWC approve funding in an amount not
to exceed $65,000 from the RWMF for technical services to be provided by MBK as described
in the attached statement of work, and execution of an Interlocal Agreement with the City of
Reno for the project.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact to the Regional Water Management Fund would not exceed $65,000. Budget
authority is located in Fund Group 766, Fund 7066, Account Number 710100, Professional
Services, Cost Object WP310500.
RECOMMENDATION
The NNWPC recommends that the WRWC approve funding in an amount not to exceed $65,000
from the RWMF to support MBK’s technical services as described in the attached statement of
work; and authorize the Chairman to execute, upon receipt, an Interlocal Agreement with the
City of Reno for the project.
POSSIBLE MOTION
Move to approve funding in an amount not to exceed $65,000 from the RWMF for technical
services to be provided by MBK as described in the attached statement of work; and authorize
the Chairman to execute, upon receipt, an Interlocal Agreement with the City of Reno for the
project.
JS:jd
Attachment:

Statement of Work
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Water Resources  Flood Control  Water Rights
JOSEPH D. COUNTRYMAN, P.E.
GILBERT COSIO, JR., P.E.
MARC VAN CAMP, P.E.
WALTER BOUREZ, III, P.E.
RIC REINHARDT, P.E.
GARY KIENLEN, P.E.
DON TRIEU, P.E.

ANGUS NORMAN MURRAY
1913-1985

CONSULTANTS:
JOSEPH I. BURNS, P.E.
DONALD E. KIENLEN, P.E.

May 28, 2009

Mr. Greg Dennis
Deputy Director, Public Works/Sanitary Engineering
City of Reno
1 East First Street, 8th Floor
PO Box 1900
Reno, NV 89505
Subject:

Statement of Work for MBK Engineers Fiscal 2009-2010 Support of
the Third Party Truckee River Total Nitrogen and Total Phosphorus
Total Maximum Daily Load Review/Revision

Dear Mr. Dennis:
Pursuant to your e-mail request of May 27, 2009, we have updated our Statement of
Work for fiscal 2009-2010 in support of the Third Party Truckee River TMDL process.
We understand that the TMDL process and Workplan are still being developed and there
may be significant changes in the amount or types of work required by MBK Engineers as the
project proceeds. For this reason, we have made this Statement of Work somewhat flexible to
help us be most responsive to the needs of the Third Parties and the Technical Action
Committee.
Please call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
MBK ENGINEERS

Marc Van Camp

2450 Alhambra Boulevard, 2nd Floor  Sacramento, California 95817  Phone: (916) 456-4400  Fax: (916) 456-0253  Website: www.mbkengineers.com
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Statement of Work for MBK Engineers Fiscal 2009-2010 Support of the Third Party
Truckee River Total Nitrogen and Total Phosphorus
Total Maximum Daily Load Review/Revision

The Cities of Reno and Sparks, Washoe County and the Truckee Meadows Water
Authority are jointly leading a Third Party Truckee River total nitrogen and total phosphorus
TMDL review which potentially may lead to revision of the 1994 TMDL. MBK Engineers has
been requested to support the Parties, and as the process proceeds, the proposed Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC) in this effort which will include a comprehensive effort to evaluate
the effects of flow management, pollution control and restoration activities on the Truckee River
and in the watershed.
Generally, we will provide technical assistance through interaction with the Parties, the
Technical Action Committee (TAC), the Stakeholders and modeling coordination with the City
of Reno and Limnotech. Specific tasks for the 2009-2010 fiscal year may include:
1. Meeting attendance at 3rd Party, TAC and Stakeholder meetings (we have assumed two
meetings per month during the fiscal year). MBK Engineers will contribute general
background and understanding on the Truckee River, the Truckee River Operating
Agreement (TROA), and the Truckee River Operations Model (TROM) to meeting
participants.
2. Providing formal technical understanding of the Truckee River Operations Model
(TROM) and Truckee River operations. This assistance will include discussion with and
occasional presentations to the Parties, NDEP, EPA, TAC and Stakeholders. It also
includes close coordination with Limnotech and other process consultants.
3. Develop Truckee River flow and Reservoir release scenarios for review and as input to
Water Quality models.
4. Provide technical assistance for the development of Low Flow scenario recommendations
for TMDL development. This task may require development of alternate scenarios to be
modeled with adjustments to assumptions such population or water right uses.
5. Provide technical assistance during review of the 1994 TMDL including
recommendations for assumptions to be re-evaluated.
6. Provide technical assistance as requested by the Parties or TAC throughout the TMDL
process.
We estimate our cost to provide the above assistance to be $65,000 over a year of effort.
Obviously, this estimate is based on the assumptions identified above and the pace of the effort.
We undertake this type of work on a time and expense basis in accordance with our
standard fee schedule (copy enclosed). While we do not anticipate exceeding our budget, there
are a number of uncertainties with this TMDL process. We will regularly review our budget and
tasks and confer with you on progress and remaining funding. You will find our bills to be of
sufficient detail to allow you to monitor our progress and to ensure we are on track with the
specific tasks assigned to us.
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Exhibit "B"

1/09

SCHEDULE OF FEES
1.

Standard Fees:
Principal
Supervising Engineer
Project Manager
Senior Engineer
Engineer/Hydrologist
Water Resources Associate
Assistant Engineer
GIS Specialist
Technician/Drafter
Junior Engineer
Engineering Aide
Technical Editor
3-Man Survey Crew
2-Man Survey Crew

Per Hour
$190-260
170-230
160-230
140-210
120-180
100-140
100-150
80-140
80-140
75-110
50-80
50-80
230
200

2.

Time spent in appearances at courts or quasi-judicial State or Federal boards and
commissions is billed at $450 per hour for principals and supervising engineers, $400 per
hour for registered engineer staff, and $250 per hour for other staff.

3.

Automobile mileage is billed at the federal reimbursement rate plus 5%. Local mileage
(less than 20 miles) will not be billed.

4.

All other direct non-salary expense, including transportation and subsistence, long-distance
telephone charges, commercial printing, reproduction costs, and similar out-of-pocket
expenses are billed at actual cost plus a service charge of 10%. Use of GPS equipment is
billed at $50 per hour. Professional services provided by others billed through MBK at
cost plus a service charge of 5-15%.

5.

Billings will be made monthly and payment will be due within 30 days.

2450 Alhambra Blvd., 2nd Floor  Sacramento, CA 95817  916/456-4400 (voice)  916/456-0253 (fax)
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Western Regional Water Commission
Staff Report
DATE:

July 1, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

John B. Rhodes, WRWC Legal Counsel

SUBJECT:

Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with the City of
Fernley, in an amount not to exceed $71,000, to reimburse water delivery
assessments related to augmentation of instream flows in the lower Truckee
River, and, if approved, authorize the Chairman to execute the agreement

SUMMARY & BACKGROUND
Fernley owns approximately 10,000 acre-feet of Truckee River surface water rights within the
Truckee Division of the Newlands Reclamation Project (“Fernley’s Surface Water”). These
rights are currently diverted from the Truckee River at Derby Dam. Fernley is in the process of
changing the manner of use of these rights from irrigation to municipal, but does not anticipate
utilizing the majority of Fernley’s Surface Water in the 2009 calendar year, and will serve its
municipal water customers with groundwater.
In mid-June of this year, Fernley entered into a Water Exchange Agreement with the Pyramid
Lake Paiute Tribe (the “Tribe”), whereby Fernley agreed to deliver a portion of Fernley’s
Surface Water to Pyramid Lake for the 2009 irrigation season. In exchange, the Tribe agreed to
transfer to Fernley certain other water, which will allow Fernley to store water in the upstream
Truckee River reservoirs when it becomes available under the Truckee River Operating
Agreement (“TROA”), and obtain the benefit of certain other stored water before TROA goes
into effect.
The delivery of a portion of Fernley’s Surface Water to the Truckee River below Derby Dam,
during the 2009 irrigation season, in an amount up to 6,088 acre-feet, will provide flow
augmentation in the lower Truckee River and resulting water quality benefits within the
Commission’s planning area. Water will be delivered in at the approximate volume of 25 cfs
during July, August, September, and October, months when flows in the lower River are
typically low and detrimental to water quality. The water quality benefits from the augmented
flows are directly related to the Commission’s ongoing studies to develop an updated total
maximum daily load (“TMDL”) of nutrients for the Truckee River, and the Cities of Reno and
Sparks have been working with the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection for a number
of years toward that goal. One objective of past work has been to develop updated modeling
tools and compile applicable data for a new TMDL that is protective of the Truckee River, and
provides the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility with additional operational
flexibility.
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In order to take delivery of its Surface Water, Fernley must pay water delivery assessments for
Newlands Project water, projected to be $71,000 for 6,088 acre feet. The Tribe and Fernley have
requested the assistance of the Western Regional Water Commission to reimburse Fernley for
these fees on a one-time basis. While it anticipated that the Tribe and Fernley would likely
renew their agreement for subsequent years, other sources of funding for the delivery fees are
anticipated to be available in the future.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact to the Regional Water Management Fund will not exceed $71,000. Budget
authority is located in Fund Group 766, Fund 7066, Account Number 710100, and Cost Object
WP310500.3.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the WRWC approve the attached Interlocal Agreement, which provides that
the WRWC will reimburse Fernley’s water delivery fees for water made available for instream
flows in the 2009 irrigation season pursuant to Fernley’s agreement with the Tribe, in an amount
not to exceed $71,000. Absent the Water Exchange Agreement, and funding pursuant to this
Agreement as provided by the Agreement, Fernley’s Surface Water is likely to be diverted at
Derby Dam, thus depleting instream flows in the lower Truckee River. Staff believes this is a
small investment to make for a significant augmentation of lower Truckee River flows and
improvement of water quality, particularly as we anticipate that this arrangement will continue
and provide similar benefits for future years.
POSSIBLE MOTION
“Move to approve the Interlocal Agreement with the City of Fernley, in an amount not to exceed
$71,000, to reimburse water delivery assessments related to augmentation of instream flows in
the lower Truckee River, and authorize the Chairman to execute the agreement.”

Attachment: Interlocal Agreement
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INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT

1)

PARTIES
This Interlocal Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into between the Western

Regional Water Commission (the “Commission”), a Joint Powers Authority and political
subdivision of the State of Nevada created pursuant Chapter 531, Statutes of Nevada
2007, the “Western Regional Water Commission Act” and cooperative agreement under
Chapter 277, Nevada Revised Statutes (“NRS”), and the City of Fernley, a municipal
corporation (“Fernley”), collectively the "Parties" or, as context requires, “Party”. In
consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, the Parties agree as
follows:
2)

RECITALS
2.1

The Parties are public agencies as defined in NRS 277.100(1)(a).

2.2

NRS 277.180 provides that any one or more public agencies may contract

with any one or more other public agencies to perform any governmental service, activity
or undertaking which any public agency, entering into the contract, is authorized to
perform.
2.3

Fernley owns approximately 10,000 acre-feet of Truckee River surface

water rights within the Truckee Division of the Newlands Reclamation Project
(“Fernley’s Surface Water”), and has submitted applications to the Nevada State
Engineer to change the manner of use and place of use of certain of those water rights
from irrigation to municipal use within Fernley’s service area.
2.4

Fernley does not anticipate utilizing the majority of Fernley’s Surface

Water in the 2009 calendar year, and will serve its municipal water customers with
groundwater.
2.5

On or about June 17, 2009, Fernley entered into a Water Exchange

Agreement with the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe (the “Tribe”), whereby Fernley agreed to
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deliver a portion of Fernley’s Surface Water to Pyramid Lake for the 2009 irrigation
season, in exchange for the transfer to Fernley, by the Tribe, of certain other water which
will allow Fernley, among other benefits, to store water in the Truckee River Reservoirs
when it becomes available under the Truckee River Operating Agreement (“TROA”), and
obtain the benefit of certain other stored water before TROA goes into effect. A copy of
the Water Exchange Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”.
2.6

Absent the Water Exchange Agreement, and funding pursuant to this

Agreement as provided below, Fernley’s Surface Water is likely to be diverted at Derby
Dam, thus depleting instream flows in the lower Truckee River.
2.7

The delivery of a portion of Fernley’s Surface Water to the Truckee River

below Derby Dam, during the 2009 irrigation season, in an amount up to 6,088 acre-feet
(the “Project”), will provide flow augmentation in the lower Truckee River and resulting
water quality benefits within the Commission’s planning area. The water quality benefits
are directly related to the Commission’s ongoing studies to develop an updated total
maximum daily load (“TMDL”) of nutrients for the Truckee River.
2.8

Both Fernley and the Tribe have requested the Commission to provide

funding for the Project, on a one-time basis, by reimbursing Fernley for its water delivery
assessments directly related to the Project, in an amount not to exceed $71,000 from the
Regional Water Management Fund (“RWMF”), and the Commission has agreed to do so,
upon the following terms and conditions.
3)

RIGHTS & DUTIES
3.1

Fernley
3.1.1 Fernley will proceed with the Project, as provided in the Water

Exchange Agreement, and submit invoices to the Commission’s contract administrator,
on a monthly basis commencing in August 2009, for its water delivery assessments
directly related to the Project for water actually delivered to the Truckee River below
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Derby Dam, based on the records of the Federal Water Master.

Work on the Project

will progress and be completed no later than twelve (12) months after the Effective Date
of this Agreement, as defined in Section 4.9, below.
3.1.2

Fernley will, through its designated representative or contract

administrator, provide to the Commission any information requested by the
Commission’s contract administrator, relating to any invoice submitted for payment.
3.1.3 To the extent authorized by Nevada law, Fernley will save, hold
harmless, defend, and indemnify the Commission from and against any and all claims
and liability incurred in relation to the Project.
3.1.4

Fernley’s designated representative or contract administrator will

keep the Commission’s contract administrator reasonably advised as to the status of the
Project at all times.
3.1.5 Fernley will submit to the Commission, within sixty (60) days of
Project completion, a final completion report for the Project funded by this Agreement.
3.1.6

Fernley will set up an account for the Project, if not already

existing, so that check numbers along with copies of cancelled checks for all
reimbursable water delivery assessment payments can be submitted to the Commission,
as well as itemized invoices, and any other proper supporting documentation.
3.2

The Commission
3.2.1

The Commission’s Water Resources Program Manager is hereby

designated as the Commission’s contract administrator.
3.2.2

Upon the submission of an invoice for payment, pursuant to

Section 3.1.1 above, the Commission’s contract administrator shall promptly review the
invoice, request any further information or documentation required, and process the
invoice for payment within thirty (30) days following his approval.
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3.2.3

The Commission, at its discretion, may conduct an audit of

compliance with this Agreement and the funding provided from the RMWF, relating to
performance of this Agreement, compliance with the scope of the Project, and
compliance with all applicable State, Federal and local laws, policies and procedures.
Any such audit shall be at the Commission’s expense.
3.2.4

The total amount of invoices paid pursuant to this Agreement shall
not exceed the sum of $71,000 from the RWMF.

3.3

Joint Rights and Responsibilities
3.3.1

Either Party may terminate this Agreement with thirty (30) days

advance written notice to the other.
3.3.2

Both Parties agree to coordinate and use their best efforts to

complete the Project and to collaborate in a timely manner in order to maximize the
efficient use of funding and other resources.
4)

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
4.1

This Agreement is binding upon and inures to the benefit of the Parties

and their respective heirs, estates, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
4.2

This Agreement is made in, and shall be governed, enforced and construed

under the laws of the State of Nevada.
4.3

This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding and agreement

of the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes and replaces all
prior understandings and agreements, whether verbal or in writing, with respect to the
subject matter hereof.
4.4

This Agreement may not be modified, terminated, or amended in any

respect, except pursuant to an instrument in writing duly executed by the Parties.
4.5

In the event the Commission fails to appropriate or budget funds for the

purposes as specified in this Agreement, Fernley hereby consents to the termination of
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this Agreement. In such event, the Commission shall notify Fernley in writing and the
Agreement will terminate on the date specified in the notice. The Parties understand that
this funding out provision is required under NRS 244.320 and NRS 354.626.
4.6

In the event either Party brings any legal action or other proceeding with

respect to the breach, interpretation, or enforcement of this Agreement, or with respect to
any dispute relating to any transaction covered by this Agreement, the losing Party in
such action or proceeding shall reimburse the prevailing Party therein for all reasonable
costs of litigation, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
4.7

No delay or omission by either Party in exercising any right or power

hereunder shall impair any such right or power or be construed to be a waiver thereof,
unless this Agreement specifies a time limit for the exercise of such right or power or
unless such waiver is set forth in a written instrument duly executed by the person
granting such waiver. A waiver by any Party of any of the covenants, conditions, or
agreements hereof to be performed by any other Party shall not be construed as a waiver
of any succeeding breach of the same or any other covenants, agreement, restrictions or
conditions hereof.
4.8

All notices, demands or other communications required or permitted to be

given in connection with this Agreement, shall be in writing, and shall be deemed
delivered when personally delivered to a Party (by personal delivery to an officer or
authorized representative of a corporate Party) or, if mailed, three (3) business days after
deposit in the United States mail, postage prepaid, certified or registered mail, addressed
to the Parties as follows:
To Commission:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager
Western Regional Water Commission
4930 Energy Way
Reno, NV 89502
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To Fernley:

4.9

Greg Evangelatos, City Manager
City of Fernley
595 Silver Lace Blvd.
Fernley, Nevada 89408

This Agreement shall be effective July 1, 2009 ("Effective Date"),

regardless of the date each Party signs it.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement

WESTERN REGIONAL WATER COMMISSION

CITY OF FERNLEY

Dated this ___ day of July, 2009

Dated this ___ day of __________, 2009

By ______________________________________
Mike Carrigan, Chairman
Western Regional Water Commission

By ___________________________
Todd Cutler, Mayor
City of Fernley

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
Rhodes Law Offices, Ltd.

ATTEST:
______________________________
Fernley City Clerk

By ______________________________________
John B. Rhodes, Legal Counsel
ARPROVED AS TO FORM:
______________________________
Jeff McGowan
Fernley City Attorney
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Western Regional Water Commission
Staff Report
DATE:

June 26, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

Rosemary Menard, Director, Washoe County Department of Water Resources and
Mark Foree, General Manager, Truckee Meadows Water Authority

SUBJECT:

Phase 1 Preliminary Assessment Reports of integration of the Department of
Water Resources and Truckee Meadows Water Authority Water Resources
and Water Operations, and presentation of possible schedule of steps for
completing phase one of the effort, and possible direction to staff.

SUMMARY
Technical staff in both Washoe County Department of Water Resources (WDWR) and the
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) have been working over the last ten months to
conduct conceptual level analyses of the potential opportunities and costs of some form of
integration of the water operations of TMWA and WDWR. The Western Regional Water
Commission (WRWC) heard an update on the Phase 1 work of the System Planning and
Engineering Group at its March 13, 2009 meeting. Phase 1 preliminary assessments have been
completed for two additional functional areas: Operations and Water Resources (see
Attachments A and B, respectively).
In addition, TMWA and WDWR staff has developed a proposed plan and schedule for
completing Phase 1, which is offered for consideration and discussion with the Western Regional
Water Commission.
BACKGROUND
During the last ten months, TMWA and WDWR staff have been conducting a high level,
sequential review of the potential opportunities and challenges of some form of integration
between TMWA and WDWR. The WRWC previously received briefings on financial analysis
related to each organization’s debt obligations, system planning and engineering, as well as
several general progress reports.
Attachments A and B are the latest additions to the list of analyses of potential opportunities for
improving efficiency, customer service, reliability, and reducing long term operating and/or
capital costs.
Attachment A is the Preliminary Assessment Report of the Operations Team. The Operations
Team identified existing functions performed by each utility. Each of the operations functions
was evaluated to determine if there were opportunities for improved efficiency/synergy/or other
quantifiable benefits. Benefits identified are in the form of improving system reliability, water
quality, and service levels to our customers. The following work areas were identified and
evaluated:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Treatment Operations
Water Quality/Laboratory Operations
Treatment Operations Maintenance
Distribution (Field Piping) Maintenance
Customer (Field and Meter) Services
Facilities Location
Backflow
Field Inspection Services/Construction Management/Inspection
Hydroelectric Operations
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance, Fleet Maintenance, and Materials Management
Wastewater and Reclaimed Water Operations

Following an analysis of facilities, resources, and staffing, the Operations Team concluded that
potential operating efficiency/synergy/benefits could be gained through integration of staffs and
joint operations in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Treatment Operations
Distribution Maintenance
Water Quality/Laboratory Operations
Treatment Operations Maintenance
Customer (Field and Meter) Services
Facilities Location
Backflow
Field Inspection Services/Construction Management/Inspection
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance, Fleet Maintenance, and Materials Management

Additionally, potential efficiency/synergy/benefits could be gained to some degree, but less than
anticipated in the areas identified above, by joining staffs in the following existing work areas:
•
•

Hydroelectric Operations
Wastewater/Reclaimed Water Operations

Attachment B is the Preliminary Assessment Review of the opportunities related to the
management of water resources. The Resource Planning and Development Team concluded that
integration efforts could produce one or more of the following benefits in each of the study areas:
improve aquifer supplies; improve aquifer water quality conditions; create resource reallocation
opportunities; potentially reduce certain operating costs; potentially avoid certain capital costs
and/or facility costs, and conjunctive use as described in the previous paragraphs. In general, the
reader will find the majority of benefits of combined resource management, without clear
delineation of financial impacts to be borne by either TMWA or WDWR customers, accrue to
WDWR. Further clarification of certain contingencies such as potential legal obligations/
constraints on some of Washoe County’s water rights, financial analysis to determine the
costs/benefits to the respective utility’s customers associated with providing the identified
benefits, and refinement of production scheduling is required to improve upon the initial findings
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presented in this report. Until that occurs, it is speculative that these contingencies may be
mitigated under any individual or joint operating scenario, or that a single entity would achieve
net cost reduction or avoidance to either utility.
Attachment C provides a schematic of a potential schedule and process for working through the
decisions that need to be made to conclude phase one of this assessment and determine whether
to proceed to the next, more detailed level of discussion of some form of integration between
TMWA and WDWR. Specifically, at the WRWC’s August 14, 2009 meeting, the WRWC
would be asked to:
1. Make a determination to either continue with or suspend further work on the possible
integration of TMWA and WDWR; and
2. If the decision is to continue, provide direction to staff to prepare a plan and schedule for
further work to be considered at a joint meeting of the TMWA Board, the WRWC, and the
Board of County Commissioners. This meeting would tentatively be scheduled for October
2009.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the WRWC accept the preliminary assessment reports on Water
Resources and Operations prepared by interagency staff teams working on possible integration of
the Truckee Meadows Water Authority and the Department of Water Resources, and give
direction to staff on the schedule of steps for completing phase one of the effort and, if
appropriate, the next steps that should be undertaken.
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT REPORT
DWR-TMWA INTEGRATION STUDY

DATE:

May 30, 2009

TO:

Jack Byrom
Rosemary Menard

FROM:

Paul Miller
Joe Howard

OPERATIONS
TEAM
MEMBERS:

Geoff Daforno
Dennis Dobyns
Pat Nielson
Keith Ristinen

RE:

TMWA-DWR Integration Analysis
Operations Team Preliminary Assessment Report – Final Draft

John Hulett
Rob Kelly
Curt Orthel
Scott Smiley

Integration Study Purpose and Mission:
To explore opportunities whereby TMWA and WCDWR may, through joint operation of water
system facilities and management of water resources, produce quantifiable benefits for TMWA
and WCDWR customers and the community as a whole.
Scope: The Operations Team was charged with identifying and evaluating opportunities to
improve service levels and reduce operating costs based on thinking of DWR and TMWA
facilities, staff, and systems, operating as one rather than two separate systems for the water,
hydroelectric, wastewater and reclaimed water operating areas.
Methodology and Approach to the Evaluation:
The Operations Team identified existing functions performed by each utility. Each of the
operations functions was evaluated to determine if there were opportunities for improved
efficiency/synergy/or other quantifiable benefits. Benefits identified are in the form of
improving system reliability, water quality, and service levels to our customers. As shown on
Figure 1 the following work areas were identified and evaluated:

1
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Insert Figure 1
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Treatment Operations
Water Quality/Laboratory Operations
Treatment Operations Maintenance
Distribution (Field Piping) Maintenance
Customer (Field and Meter) Services
Facilities Location
Backflow
Field Inspection Services/Construction Management/Inspection
Hydroelectric Operations
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance, Fleet Maintenance, and Materials Management
Wastewater and Reclaimed Water Operations

Summary:
The Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) and Washoe County Department of Water
Resources are the two largest water purveyors in Washoe County. Each utility owns and
operates water treatment and distribution facilities; serving water to approximately 122,500
service connections combined. In addition to drinking water, TMWA operates hydroelectric
facilities along the Truckee River and Washoe County operates regional wastewater treatment
plants and reclaimed water systems.
Following an analysis of facilities, resources, and staffing, the Operations Team concluded
that potential operating efficiency/synergy/benefits could be gained through integration of
staffs and joint operations in the following areas as shown on Figure 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Treatment Operations
Distribution Maintenance
Water Quality/Laboratory Operations
Treatment Operations Maintenance
Customer (Field and Meter) Services
Facilities Location
Backflow
Field Inspection Services/Construction Management/Inspection
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance, Fleet Maintenance, and Materials Management

Additionally, potential efficiency/synergy/benefits could be gained to some degree, but less
than anticipated in the areas identified above, by joining staffs in the following existing work
areas:
•
•

Hydroelectric Operations
Wastewater/Reclaimed Water Operations

The following is a discussion of each of the Operations Teams’ individual functions with an
accompanying opportunity score card.

3
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Water Treatment Operations
TMWA and Washoe County drinking water treatment operations includes operating surface
water treatment plants, groundwater treatment plants, wells, pump stations, tanks, and
pressure regulating stations, across each entities service territories to both treat and distribute
water to customers.
The following is an overview of the drinking water treatment and supply facilities operated by
each utility:
Facility Summary
TMWA
2 fully staffed surface water treatment plants
3 satellite PCE treatment plants

Washoe County
1 fully staffed surface water treatment plant
2 satellite arsenic treatment plants
1 satellite uranium treatment plant
56 wells
51 tanks

34 wells
43 tanks
2 lined and covered reservoirs
200 pressure regulating stations
105 pump stations
92,000 water meters (99,088 services)
1,315 miles of water mains

177 pressure regulating stations
16 pump stations
23,000 water meters (23,500 services)
250 miles of water mains

One Treatment Operations team could be assembled to operate both utilities treatment and
distribution facilities. It is the Operations Team opinion that this one team could operate
more effectively than two separate teams and provide benefits to service reliability.
Operating costs can typically be categorized under labor, chemicals and power costs. In
general, if operated as one integrated team, the opportunities to operate more efficiently in
each of these areas could be greater, than if each entity continued to be operated as an
individual system.
For much of the combined service territories during the winter (low demand period (5 to 6
months)) water supply could be provided from just one treatment plant (Chalk Bluff).
Utilizing surface water to a greater degree in the winter season throughout the combined
service territories provides benefits by limiting groundwater use to summer peaking and
emergency supply (thus conserving this resource), and allows many wells to potentially
undergo aquifer storage and recharge (ASR) which can both augment groundwater supplies
and improve local aquifer water quality. This concept is more fully developed, discussed and
assessed in the Engineering and Planning, and Water Resource Preliminary Assessment
Reports.
Treatment Operations Maintenance
Maintenance activities at treatment plants were grouped into 8 general categories. The
following area identifies the categories and opportunities for improved service/increased
system reliability:

4
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Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Repair pumps and motors
Maintain and repair pressure regulators
Maintain and treatment plant equipment
Well equipment maintenance and repair
Visit sites weekly – site check all remote facilities
Repair pneumatic equipment
Preventative maintenance
Pressure checks

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Control Systems
Both utilities operate water treatment and distribution equipment from a remote location by
high-tech control systems. These are known as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
systems (SCADA). The two organizations utilize similar low-voltage SCADA instruments;
however, TMWA utilizes a telephone based communication system while Washoe County
utilizes VHF radio and internet based systems. The main process control software programs
are similar, but not interchangeable.
These high-tech control systems require periodic repair, maintenance, calibration, and
upgrade. The following summarizes Control/SCADA system opportunities:
Control Systems
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Repair high voltage motor controllers/drives
Repair and maintain low voltage control systems
Repair and maintain motor operated valves
Repair, maintain, calibrate sensors/gauges
Write and modify all control programs
Repair and maintain equipment for emergency
electrical generation
General electrical repairs
General communications equipment

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Chemical Systems
Both TMWA and Washoe County utilize water treatment chemicals. Chemicals consist of
coagulants, polymers, acids, bases, and carbon based adsorbents. These chemicals are
delivered to facilities as gasses, liquids, or solids. Each of these products requires specialized
storage facilities and chemical feed systems. Chemical concentrations are closely monitored
by treatment staff, process equipment, probes and gauges. The following table identifies
opportunities for utility cooperation:
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Chemical Systems
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Chemical Ordering
Repair and maintenance of all chemical systems
Repair and maintain sampling equipment
Repair and calibrate treatment instruments
Respond to chemical problems and alarms

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X
X

Distribution Maintenance
TMWA’s and Washoe County’s Distribution Maintenance groups are responsible for
maintaining service connections, water mains, valves, lateral lines, and repairing water leaks.
These crews respond around the clock as necessary to keep customers in water. These groups
provide support to many other utility departments.
Distribution Maintenance
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Water leaks (mains and services)
Water main taps
Water service line replacements
Flushing
Leak detection
Valve maintenance
Regulatory permit maintenance
Hydrant maintenance & repair
Utility location
Welding

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Customer (Field and Meter) Services
Both TMWA and Washoe County rely on water meters to account for water usage. TMWA
has almost completed system-wide meter retrofits and Washoe County has 97% of it’s
customers on a water meter. Combined, the two utilities Customer Services groups respond
to approximately 88,000 non-routine calls for service each year. These include final meter
reads, turn-on/off, leak investigation, and water wasting issues.
Both utilities maintain a backflow program per NAC 445A to ensure each service connection
is protected from backflow and cross connections.

6
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Meter Service & Cross Connection Control
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Meter read routes
Field and bench testing meters
Maintain meter & parts inventory
Meter turn-offs & pressure complaints
Install/retrofit Flex-Net auto read meters
Inspect new meter installations
Field service requests
Tracking and testing backflow assemblies
Cross connection shut-down testing

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Water Quality/Laboratory Operations
DWR and TMWA Water Quality programs ensure compliance with all regulatory
requirements and the safety of drinking water supply. An essential part of the program is the
water quality staff and water quality laboratory.
Both utilities remain forward looking in terms of EPA regulations and water quality issues.
There are more than 20 EPA existing drinking water regulations in place to protect the quality
of drinking water. Both utilities have water quality staff devoted to compliance with existing
and proposed drinking water regulations.
The TMWA Water Quality Laboratory is located at the Glendale Water Treatment Plant.
Both the chemistry and microbiology sections are certified by the State of Nevada,
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of Environmental Protection for
over 56 parameters for Drinking Water Methods and Waste Water Methods. The Laboratory
also analyzes both treated and untreated water samples for Giardia lamblia cysts and
Cryptosporidium parvum oocysts and is one of less than 60 laboratories across the county
that are certified by the EPA in this sampling and analysis method. Maintenance of
certifications requires semi-annual proficiency testing for renewal.
Washoe County DWR operates and maintains a certified microbiology laboratory. The lab
processes more than 1,000 samples annually and is capable of detection of coliforms in
drinking water. The laboratory performs quality control tests and maintains lab certification,
similar to TMWA.
Water Quality/Laboratory Operations
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Regulatory planning
Work with regulatory agencies
Source water monitoring

Yes
X
X
X
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Analytical
X
Maintain lab certification
X
Resolve water quality issues
X
On-going environmental permit maintenance
X

Water Utility Facility Summary
TMWA and Washoe County each separately own and maintain several buildings and facilities
that comprise over 100,000 square-feet of office/warehouse space combined. Maintenance of
office and warehouse space has historically been a utility operations division responsibility.
TMWA has in-house facility maintenance staff while Washoe County contracts with the
Washoe County Facilities Management Division. The following identifies potential
opportunities to improve service:
Water Utility Facility Summary
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
HVAC
Janitorial
Landscaping/weed control
Building maintenance

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X

Field Inspection Services/Construction Management
Both TMWA and WCDWR employ staff members that inspect all developer and utility
capital and O&M projects. TMWA and Washoe County conduct both field inspection and
construction management activities from the engineering area. The following identifies
potential opportunities to improve service:
Field Inspection Services/Construction Management
Opportunity to improve service or system
reliability
Inspect developer installed facilities
Inspect TMWA construction projects
Inspect County construction projects
Assist with change orders
Review submittals
Authorize payment

Yes

Some

No

X
X
X
X
X
X

Hydroelectric Operations
This area of Operations is limited to TMWA. The Truckee Meadows Water Authority
operates and maintains three hydroelectric plants on the Truckee River, the Fleish Hydro
Plant, Verdi Hydro Plant and the Washoe Hydro Plant.

8
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This group’s work though very specific to TMWA may be able to provide diesel maintenance
and repair service to WCDWR standby generators located at several sites across the Truckee
Meadows.
Hydroelectric Operations
Opportunity to improve service
Operation of hydro facilities
Adjusting river diversions
Flume surveillance
Monthly generator runs
Diesel generator repair

Yes

Some

No
X
X

X
X
X

Wastewater and Reclaimed Water Operations
This area of Operations is limited to WCDWR. Washoe County DWR wastewater treatment
service areas include portions of Reno/Sparks, South Truckee Meadows, Sun Valley, Cold
Springs, and Lemmon Valley. There are 3 County-owned wastewater treatment plants which
are contract operated.
Wastewater and Reclaimed Water Operations
Opportunity to improve service
Operation of wastewater plants
SCADA and Controls
Mechanical Maintenance
Facilities Maintenance
Chemical Supplies
Maintenance of collection facilities
Reclaimed water pumping stations
Reclaimed water distribution system

Yes

Some

No
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Discussion of reclaimed water operation resulted in an observation that reclaimed water
system operation is more closely related to water system operation than wastewater collection
operation. Equipment that is in contact with reclaimed water needs to be kept separate from
water system equipment (i.e.: pressure gauges, flowmeters, sample dippers, etc.) but some
equipment can be used in both areas (shovels, dewatering pumps, pipe wrenches, etc.).
Therefore, it is the opinion of this Operations Team that some benefits/synergy/efficiency
could also be gained through integration of TMWA and WCDWR staffs in this area.

Fleet and Materials Management
Both utilities operate a fleet of utility vehicles and subcontract vehicle maintenance.
Although there are few opportunities to reduce vehicle maintenance costs, there are
opportunities to improve service through vehicle and equipment sharing. The following is a
description of each of the utility fleets:
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Fleet Summary
TMWA
125 vehicles (including the following)
4 10-wheel dump trucks
4 backhoes
10 Medium size service trucks (450 – 550)
2 vacuum trucks (water)
4 heavy crew trucks
1 front end loader

Washoe County
48 vehicles
2 10-wheel dump trucks
2 backhoes
1 front end loader
1 vacuum truck (sewer)
1 flush truck (sewer)
600 KW mobile generator

Materials Management
The operations groups identified several other areas for improved service. These include:
•
•
•

Utilization/supply of type 2 base and sand.
Warehousing and parts
Chemical/parts bidding

It is the opinion of this Operations Team that efficiency/synergy/benefits can be gained
through integration of facilities that are maintained by one Buildings and Grounds
Maintenance, Fleet Management, and Materials Management system and personnel.
Additional Opportunities
Artificial Recharge
Historically TMWA has utilized aquifer storage in winter months. Aquifer storage and
recovery provides benefits by limiting groundwater use to summer peaking and emergency
supply (thus conserving this resource). Washoe County has undertaken pilot recharge
projects and is currently in the planning stages for full scale recharge projects. TMWA
operations staff could provide technical and operations support for this planned Washoe
County project. This concept is more fully developed, discussed and assessed in the
Engineering and Planning, and Water Resource Preliminary Assessment Reports.
Conclusion
The Operations Team asked the question from an operational perspective “are there any
barriers that exist that we could identify that prevent us from integrating” and the answer was
no. And we concluded that from a customer perspective there was a lot to be gained from
integration.
This Preliminary Assessment Report did not include consideration of the Sun Valley GID or
South Truckee Meadows GID. Each utility meets existing contractual requirements with
these GID’s and a combined utility would also meet these same requirements.

10
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June 16, 2009

TO:

Jack Byrom
Rosemary Menard

FROM:

Vahid Behmaram
Chris Benedict
Ken Briscoe
John Erwin
Bwire Ojiambo
Shawn Stoddard
Mike Widmer

RE:

Preliminary Assessment Report: Integrated Water Resources of
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) and Washoe
County Department of Water Resources (WDWR)

Integration Study Purpose and Mission
To explore opportunities whereby TMWA and WCDWR may, through joint operation of
water system facilities and management of water resources, produce quantifiable benefits for
TMWA and WCDWR customers and the community as a whole.
Resource Planning and Development Team Purpose and Scope
The Resource Planning and Development Team looked to assess the potential
opportunities that the region may derive from consolidated management of TMWA and WDWR
water rights/resources, thereby providing opportunities to operate water production facilities in a
manner that optimizes surface and ground water resources and facilities while seeking to
minimize costs.
Methodology and Approach to the Evaluation
It was determined that the most effective approach to the evaluation would be to focus on
the three hydrographic basins where TMWA and WDWR have adjacent facilities: Lemmon
Valley, Spanish Springs, and Truckee Meadows (divided into Central and South Truckee
Meadows) illustrated in Figure 1. Initial discussions were facilitated through the development of
basin maps (Figures 2-5) to locate production facilities and capacities, water rights associated
with production facilities, areas of water quality concerns, and geologic/hydrogeologic survey
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information. This allowed each purveyor to determine if there were opportunities to utilize
existing rights, contracts, and operations to potentially develop alternate operating schemes to
enhance basin conditions.
Following high level introductory discussions of each study area by the full team, it was
decided to break into sub-teams to allow those most knowledgeable and experienced in each
geographical study area to determine if and how the adjacent water systems and their operation
could benefit from a combined operation. The review addressed the following:
•
•
•

quantify water rights held by lease or in fee and the type of obligations/commitments
against those rights
quantify existing well capacities and associated permits to identify any imbalances
quantify historic operations of production facilities to identify potential improvements in
management of production facilities against available water resources

For purposes of this report, the use of the phrase “conjunctive use” as it applies to water
resources implies the joint or mixed use of different water sources to generate a needed water
supply. For the region the water sources include tributary creek rights to the Truckee, Truckee
River mainstream water rights, ground water, storage rights, and potential imported ground
water. By using these multiple sources, conjunctive use can take on at least two further
delineations: operational conjunctive use (OCU) and resource development conjunctive use
(RCU).
The difference between OCU and RCU is the joint management of resources to generate
a water supply RCU results in the ability to expand service commitments, whereas OCU relates
to the joint management of resources to generate a water supply but does not create opportunity
for expanding service commitments. It is assumed that both OCU and RCU result in
management of resources to sustain or improve the long-term viability of resources within a
hydrographic basin.
RCU has greater value than OCU because it seeks to expand the current available
resource mix in order to satisfy more commitments. Therefore, to take full advantage of RCU the
OCU practice within a basin must be examined to determine if there is “more room” in the
resource mix to grow commitments. Alternatively stated, are there unexercised water
rights/permits in a basin that if other resources were available, and just by re-managing the
resources, those unexercised rights could be used to expand service commitments.
The Resource Planning and Development Team concluded that integration efforts could
produce one or more of the following benefits in each of the study areas: improve aquifer
supplies; improve aquifer water quality conditions; create resource reallocation opportunities;
potentially reduce certain operating costs; potentially avoid certain capital costs and/or facility
costs, and conjunctive use as described in the previous paragraphs. In general, the reader will
find the majority of benefits of combined resource management, without clear delineation of
financial impacts to be borne by either TMWA or WDWR customers, accrue to WDWR. Further
clarification of certain contingencies such as potential legal obligations/constraints on some of
Washoe County’s water rights, financial analysis to determine the costs/benefits to the respective
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utility’s customers associated with providing the identified benefits, and refinement of
production scheduling is required to improve upon the initial findings presented in this report.
Until that occurs, it is speculative that these contingencies may be mitigated under any individual
or joint operating scenario, or single entity which would result in net cost reduction or avoidance
to either utility.
Details of the team’s efforts are provided in the following sections identified by the
hydrographic basin.

Recommendations, Limitations & Additional Studies
This preliminary assessment relies primarily upon the professional judgment of those
most familiar with the respective utilities’ water resources. The “scorecards” and brief
explanations for each area present the potential benefits of integrated operation based on expert
opinion without detailed or rigorous hydrologic/hydrogeologic, environmental, financial or
economic analyses. Some of the issues that need to be considered or that require further study
and development include the following:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

This analysis does not consider what type of integration (as opposed to full consolidation)
may be implemented. Depending on the proposed form of integration, the outcome of
findings in this report may need revision.
The Resource Team will need to quantify ground water and surface water resources and
determine the feasibility of conjunctive use programs on an annual and ongoing basis
including the yield of the combined resources for normal operations, emergency
conditions, and/or during extended drought periods.
Pursue opportunities to balance water resource use within each hydrographic basin
examined in this study. This implies evaluating and striking a balance between the water
rights/resources of the utilities, the yield of the basin, and customer demands within the
basin.
Implement plans that make full use of available water resources including tributary
creeks and Vidler Project supplies for current and future demands.
Finalize and implement plans for new recharge projects using highly treated water
resources.
Further analysis is required to determine availability of other water resources and their
potential influence on an integrated utility operation and optimization with current water
resources.
Additional study and discussion will be required to address issues associated with
WDWR’s remote operations.
Explore future role of GID’s in an integrated utilities scenario.
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FIGURE 1. Map of Study Area
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LEMMON VALLEY
Summary
The Lemmon Valley hydrographic basin is challenged by over pumping and degrading
water quality in the northeastern portion of the basin. Limited opportunities exist for successful
integration and/or joint management of water resources. Based on very limited and cursory
analyses, the summary opportunity scorecard for the Lemmon Valley (LV) area is presented
here:
Improve aquifer
volumes?
TMWA WDWR
Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

Will TMWA/WDWR system integration…
Improve aquifer
Create conjunctive
Decrease
WQ?
use opportunities?
operating costs?
TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR

X
X

X
X

X

X

Eliminate or delay
capital costs?
TMWA WDWR

X
X

X
X

Basin Conditions
Water Resources

Lemmon Valley (LV) is a topographically closed basin typical of those in the Great Basin
and Range region (Harrill, 1973). The mountains surrounding and underlying the valley are
complexly faulted. Regional faulting gave the mountains their large-scale size, shape, and relief.
The change in elevation ranges from approximately 4914 feet above mean sea level at the eastern
sub-area playa to 8266 feet above mean sea level at highest peak on Peavine Mountain at the
south end of the basin. The present topography of the basin is the result of erosion and smaller
scale fault structures.
The valley is a structural depression filled with unconsolidated valley-fill material and is
surrounded by mountains comprised of igneous, volcanic, and metavolcanic rocks. Features
other than mountain ridges in Lemmon Valley include valley-fill deposits and playa lakes.
Valley fill is comprised of weathered material from the surrounding mountain ridges including
layers of clay, silt, fine- to coarse-grained sand, and gravel. Generally, valley fill is coarser near
the mountain ridges and becomes fine-grained in the center of the valley near the playas. Playa
lake deposits are mostly clay, silt, and fine-grained sand. The aquifer system was conceptualized
as three hydrostratigraphic units: 1) playa deposits; 2) alluvium; and 3) fractured bedrock. These
units were identified as distinct units based on differences in geologic, hydraulic, and subsequent
water yield characteristics.
LV is State Engineer designated basin number 92, but is subdivided by a fault that runs
down the middle of the basin, essentially under Stead Boulevard: 92A in the west half and 92B
the east half. The western segment contains Silver Lake which is surrounded by large
commercial/ industrial properties to the east and northeast and residential properties to the
southeast and east. North of Silver Lake are about 500 residences on domestic wells in the Silver
Knolls area. TMWA serves the developed Silver Lake areas as wells as the historic and newly
developed areas in Stead in the basin 92B.
Preliminary Assessment Report:
Integrated Water Resources of TMWA/WDWR
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The eastern section of LV, basin 92B, contains Swan Lake. WDWR serves customers
from the north, the east and south of Swan Lake. WDWR also serves 152 residences in Horizon
Hills at the south end of 92B. Golden Valley is a subarea in the southeast quadrant in 92B which
includes over 550 properties on domestic wells.
Development began in Lemmon Valley in the 1950’s with the development of the Stead
Air Force Base and surrounding military residences. Residential development using domestic
wells occurred in the northeast portion of the basin in the 1960’s and more so in the 1970’s.
Utility supplied developments also began in the 1970’s in the Silver Lake, Horizon Hills, and
east Lemmon Valley. By the 1980’s, with the commitment of existing ground water resources in
the basin, little to no development occurred in the basin until additional Truckee River rights
were dedicated to the valley. With the dedication of the Vidler Importation Project (“Vidler
Water”) in 2007, WDWR can deliver from the Honey Lake area an additional 8,000 acre feet to
meet future development projections in the basin.
Natural ephemeral streams are generated from intense rainstorms or large snow melt
episodes. Natural recharge is estimated at 800 af/yr in 92A and 500 af/yr in 92B (Harill, 1973).
As will be seen below, well extraction exceeds recharge in both basins. Therefore, without
augmentation of recharge in the basin, such as imported water, ground water pumping cannot be
sustained over the long term.
Highly mineralized, poor ground water quality is found around the playa areas in both
basins, and hydrothermally altered volcanic rock with high concentrations of arsenic and
manganese in the southern foothills of 92B. Clean-up of TCE related material since 1999 at the
Stead Solvent Site near the southern boundary of the Stead Airport in 92A has successfully
reduced the spread of the contaminant plume. Septic tank effluent has polluted the ground water
with nitrate in a northern portion of 92B as well as in Golden Valley.
Public Water Systems

Both TMWA and WDWR have facilities and customers in the Lemmon Valley basin. 1
TMWA provides service in the Silver Lake development and the Stead area, while WDWR
predominantly serves customers in northwest and the along the east side of 92B. Brief details of
the utilities for the year ending 2008 are summarized in Table 1.

1

There is a minor utility in the Silver Knolls area, Silver Knolls Mutual Water, which serves about 64 connections.
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TABLE 1. Summary Statistics for Lemmon Valley Basin (92A & 92B)
TMWA

WDWR

Totals

[1] 6,074

1,354

7,428

B. Basin Production Facilities
1. Number of wells
2. Operating capacities (MGD)

3
6.2

6
3.6

9
9.8

3. Surface treatment facilities
4. Surface treatment capacity

na
na

na
na

na
na

883

1,398
8,000

2,281
8,000
4,241

------5,124

------9,398

------14,522

611

713

1,324

A. Retail Service Connections

C. Rights Committed to Serve Basin (acre feet)
1. Ground water-Basin 92
2. Ground water-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **

[1] 4,241

6. Total Rights
D. 2008 Water Supplied (acre feet)
1. Ground water-Basin 92
2. Ground water-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **

[1] 1,984

6. Total Water Supplied in 2008
E. Recharge (acre feet)
1. Permitted wells
2. Injected volume FY08/09

320
------2,915

4
320

1,984

------713

1

168
------3,628

5
0

* Wholesale water from rights diverted, treated and delivered by TMWA to WDWR for use by its customers.
** Includes surface rights set aside for recharge and/or extracted after recharged.
[1] Excludes Raleigh Heights and Golden Valley services.

Current Resource Management Practices-TMWA

TMWA’s primary source of water committed to LV is Truckee River. TMWA has 3
production wells in 92A with rights committed to serve customers in the area. The wells are used
4-6 months a year to augment peak flows, or during emergency conditions. TMWA has injected
over 2,400 acre feet in two of its production wells since 2000.
Current Resource Management Practices-WDWR

With the exception of Horizon Hills, demands in WDWR service area is met with well
water pumped from WDWR’s 6 wells located in 92B. The use of Vilder Water would offset
demands on wells resident in 92B and for recharge in 92B. However, the cost to operate the
pump and pipeline system may influence the use of Vidler Water.
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Since 2005, domestic well owners in Golden Valley are funding WDWR purchase of
approximately 125 af/yr of treated surface water from TMWA to offset declining water table in
this portion of 92B through a recharge program.

Challenges
How to bring the ground water back into balance given demand and water quality
challenges is the primary challenge for Basins 92A and 92B. Over pumping for Basin 92 is
estimated at 2,100 af/yr (Washoe County Comprehensive Regional Water Management Plan,
2005) creating excessive water level declines in both the volcanic and alluvial aquifers.

Opportunities to Solve Challenges
Current demands can be met with existing resources and facilities. However, additional
and/or alternate sources of supply are needed to mitigate the effects of over pumping that has
occurred in the basin and to meet future demands. Options include:
1. Enhanced Demand-Side Management (DSM). Both utilities encourage their respective
customers to use water efficiently. The difference between the amount of water rights
committed to the basin for service commitments versus the amount of water served
indicates that DSM programs may be contributing to this difference. Rates charged by the
respective utilities are another factor that contribute to decreasing water use. Without
further study it cannot be determined if additional reductions in water can be achieved
and what the revenue/rate impacts would be on the respective utilities.
If permanent reductions in water use can be achieved through enhancing DSM programs,
WDWR could retain the savings for basin recovery purposes. If ground water production
within TMWA’s system in Lemmon Valley is reduced through reductions in customer
demands, potential aquifer recovery may result.
Implementation Constraints: (i) increased costs to expand DSM programs and (ii) cost
recovery by the utilities for these programs.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) potential WDWR cost reductions if TMWA
assumed DSM program management and (ii) cost increases to expand TMWA’s existing
DSM, and potentially more costs to integrate DSM programs as access to billing data of
WDWR would be required.
2. Increase Truckee River Use. Increased use of Truckee River water by either utility in this
basin would require and additional 0.5 to 1.0 acre feet of water rights be dedicated for
Truckee River return flows for every acre foot of demand, whether that demand is for
new development or for the offsetting use of groundwater. Increased use of Truckee
River water provides blending of surface with groundwater which also solves water
quality issues.
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Implementation Constraints: (i) costs to buy additional water rights, including the return
flow component; (ii) construction of delivery facilities and cost recovery; (iii) contracts
for delivery of treated water; and (ii) recovery of increased costs to buy more treated
water.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights would offset the need for WDWR to acquire more rights; (ii) reduce
WDWR pumping costs; (iii) enhanced aquifer recovery; and (iv) enhanced for water
quality mitigation.
3. Artificial Recharge. Recharge with Truckee River water in winter months. TMWA
currently injects about 200-300 af/yr in 3 wells in 92A. WDWR is in the process of
implementing this option using Vidler Water in 92B. This option could also help to
improve the water quality issues in the basin.
Implementation Constraints: (i) WDWR complete permitting through State Engineer and
NDEP to inject treated groundwater in their wells in 92B; (ii) construction of delivery
facilities and cost recovery; and (iii) recovery by WDWR of increased costs to operate
Vidler Water.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights could offset the need for WDWR to use Vidler Water; (ii) reduce WDWR
pumping costs; (iii) enhanced aquifer recovery; and (iv) enhanced water quality
mitigation.
4. Import Vidler Supplies. Increase use of Vidler supplies to meet demands and/or for
recharge. Other interbasin sources could be considered as well.
Implementation Constraints: (i) design and construct distribution pumps/pipelines along
with recovery of those costs; and (ii) recovery of ongoing operating costs.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: Integration may allow more flexibility in
utilization of this project.
5. Any combination of Options 1 thru 4.
Implementation Constraints: All the constraints identified above would apply should the
options be developed in any combination.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: All the benefits identified accrue to the utilities.
6. Ground Water Replenishment Systems. Ground Water Replenishment Systems (GWRS)
injects highly-treated-recovery water at the north end of the basin to offset the over
pumping and provide supply augmentation. WDWR operates a 0.3 MGD wastewater
treatment plant and the City of Reno operates a 2.25 MGD wastewater treatment in 92B.
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An investigation is underway to determine the feasibility associated with a combined
plant and GWRS.
Implementation Constraints: (i) completion of feasibility testing; (ii) obtaining permits
through State Engineer and NDEP to inject treated-recovery water; (iii) design and
construct pumps, pipeline and wells; and (iv) recovery of increased costs to build
facilities and purchase treated recovery-water from either a combined City of Reno or a
smaller version developed by WDWR for its existing facility.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: Without further economic analysis, benefits to
either TMWA or WDWR individually or as an integrated utility cannot be quantified.
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SPANISH SPRINGS
Summary
Spanish Springs Valley (SSV) is State Engineer designated basin 85. SSV is challenged
by over pumping in the basin and degrading water quality in the northern and western portions of
the basin. There exists some opportunities for successful integration and/or joint management of
water resources allocated to the basin. Based on very limited and cursory analyses, the summary
opportunity scorecard for the SSV area is presented here:
Improve aquifer
volumes?
TMWA WDWR
Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

Will TMWA/WDWR system integration…
Improve aquifer
Create conjunctive
Decrease
WQ?
use opportunities?
operating costs?
TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR

X
X

X

X

X

X

Eliminate or delay
capital costs?
TMWA WDWR

X
X

X
X

Basin Conditions
Water Resources

Spanish Springs Valley is a basin bounded on the east by the Pah Rah range and on the
west by the Hungry Ridge range covering an area of approximately square miles. The basin can
be divided into two aquifer systems from which water is pumped into public water systems: (1) a
volcanic rock aquifer located on the east side of the basin and (2) an alluvial aquifer in the
western and central portion of the valley. A third portion of the basin, a granitic aquifer on the
northeast basin slopes of the Pah Rah Range, is a meager aquifer that barely supports 380
domestic wells.
Natural ephemeral streams are generated from intense rainstorms or large snow melt
episodes. The Orr ditch imports irrigation water from the Truckee River and the North Truckee
Drain was constructed to return irrigation runoff to the Truckee Meadows. Natural groundwater
recharge in the basin is estimated at 800AF/yr. Recharge from the Orr Ditch is estimated at
1,200AF/yr, but this amount is diminishing due conversion of irrigable lands and their water
rights to residential housing and overall reductions of flow in the Orr Ditch. 2 Therefore, without
augmentation of recharge in the basin, such as imported water, groundwater pumping cannot be
sustained over the long term.
Poor groundwater quality is found in the southwest quadrant of the valley due to
hydrothermally altered volcanic rock with high concentrations of arsenic and sulfate. Septic tank
effluent has polluted groundwater in the northwest quadrant of Spanish Springs with nitrate.
Nitrate contamination persists over the northwest quadrant of Spanish Springs, rendering six
production wells at risk.
2

The amount of irrigation water will significantly decline in the next several years from historic amounts of
9,220AF to an expected 685AF by 2010 (Eco:Logic, 2004).
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Public Water Systems

Both TMWA and WDWR have facilities and customers in the Spanish Springs basin.
Essentially, the basin is divided by La Posada Drive so that TMWA serves its retail customers
within the City of Sparks in the southern half of the basin while WDWR serves its retail
customers in the northern half of the basin. 3 TWMA also provides wholesale water service to
WDWR. Brief details of the utilities for the year ending are summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Summary Statistics for Spanish Spring Basin (85)
TMWA

WDWR

Totals

9,156

5,774

14,931

B. Basin Production Facilities
1. Number of wells
2. Operating capacities (MGD)

1
4.3

11
11.5

12
15.1

3. Surface treatment facilities
4. Surface treatment capacity

na
na

na
na

na
na

247

3,378

3,625

------5,600

2,298
300
------5,976

5,353
2,298
300
------11,576

231

2,555

2,786

872

4,781
872

------3,427

------8,439

A. Retail Service Connections

C. Rights Committed to Serve Basin (acre feet)
1. Groundwater-Basin 85
2. Groundwater-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **
6. Total Rights
D. 2008 Water Supplied (acre feet)
1. Groundwater-Basin 85
2. Groundwater-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **
6. Total Water Supplied in 2008
E. Recharge (acre feet)
1. Permitted wells
2. Injected volumes

5,353

4,781

------5,012

1
0

1
0

* Wholesale water from rights diverted, treated and delivered by TMWA to WDWR for use by its customers.
** Includes surface rights set aside for recharge and/or extracted after recharged.

3

There is a third utility, Utilities Inc, in the basin that services about 580 connections in the Sky Ranch area. This
utility was not considered as part of this integration review process.
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Current Resource Management Practices-TMWA

TMWA’s primary source of water committed to the Spanish Springs basin is Truckee
River. TMWA has 1 well in Spanish Springs with rights committed to serve customers in the
area. The well will be used 2-4 months a year to augment summer peak flows, or during
emergency conditions. TMWA began testing recharge at this well in 2009 and anticipates
permits to be issued in time for recharge to begin in Fall 2009.
Current Resource Management Practices-WDWR

Non-irrigation season demands are met with well water that also includes some wholesale
water. Wholesale water is used in the summer to meet peak day demands and water quality
issues. Facilities were completed in 2009 that allows WDWR to ramp up the amount of
wholesale water so that reliance on wells for winter supplies can be reduced. The waste water
management plan for nitrate is to hook-up septic tanks to TMWRF. This is occurring at a slow
pace with 10% of the 2,100 tanks converted to sewer. Blending with wholesale water and other
well water is the current groundwater treatment practice for nitrate and arsenic. Increasing the
amount of artificial recharge (ASR) at WDWR wells is a future alternative to help mitigate water
quality issues.

Challenges
How to bring the groundwater back into balance given demand and water quality
challenges is the primary challenge. Over pumping is estimated at 2,700AF (Eco:Logic, 2004) at
full valley build out creating excessive water level declines in both the volcanic and alluvial
aquifers. WDWR estimates that 4,500AF of new source water will be needed by 2030 given a
reduction of pumping to 1,800AF/yr (ibid).
WDWR production constraints are mostly limited to arsenic and nitrate contamination in
west central production wells. WDWR’s alluvial aquifer is also subject to nitrate contamination
from septic tanks. Even if the high density septic systems are hooked-up up to sewer, nitrate
plumes are expected to persist. Over pumping may cause poor water quality migration from the
southwest portion of the valley to well fields.

Opportunities to Solve Challenges
Current demands can be met with existing resources and facilities. However, additional
and/or alternate sources of supply are needed to mitigate the effects of over pumping that has
occurred in the basin and to meet future demands. Options include:
1. Enhanced Demand-Side Management (DSM). Both utilities encourage their respective
customers to use water efficiently. The difference between water rights committed to the
basin for service commitments versus the amount of water served indicates that DSM
programs may be contributing to this difference. Rate charged by the respective utilities
are another factor that contribute to decreasing water use. Without further study it cannot
be determined if additional reductions in water can be achieved and what the revenue/rate
impacts would be on the respective utilities.
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If permanent reductions in water use can be achieved through enhancing DSM programs,
WDWR could retain the savings for basin recovery purposes. Further water reductions
within TMWA’s system in Spanish Springs would result in less water being delivered to
the basin which would not aid in aquifer recover.
Implementation Constraints: (i) increased costs to expand DSM programs; (ii) long term
maintenance of the groundwater resources without the ability to prove beneficial use; and
(iii) cost recovery by the utilities for these programs.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) potential WDWR cost reduction if TMWA
assumed DSM program management; (ii) WDWR provision of drought relief and/or
peaking supply using groundwater resources; and (iii) cost increases to expand TMWA’s
existing DSM, and potentially more costs to integrate DSM programs as access to billing
data of WDWR would be required.
2. Increase Truckee River Use. Increased use of Truckee River water by WDWR to meet
base flow demands and using wells for peaking is apparent and can occur (a) using
existing unexercised surface water rights committed for wholesale use or (b) by WDWR
acquiring more Truckee River rights. Contracts are in place and sufficient rights have
been committed to the area for wholesale water service that allow increasing current use
from 886 acre feet (2008) to over 2,200 acre feet. With facilities in place, WDWR has
begun to take more wholesale water. The observed consumption levels of WDWR
customers which are below existing commitments together with full utilization of all the
WDWR Truckee River water rights could result in reduction of groundwater pumpage by
WDWR to a range of 1,200 to 1,500 acre-feet annually from previous level of 3000 acrefeet.
Assuming existing Truckee River commitments are maximized, more Truckee River
rights could be acquired to displace the use of groundwater by WDWR. A mechanism
whereby an additional 5% or some factor could be added to all Truckee river water rights
dedications by developers as a surcharge for basin recovery could provide the necessary
resources in the long term.
Increased use of Truckee River water provides blending of surface with groundwater
which also solves water quality issues.
Implementation Constraints: (i) recovery by WDWR of costs to buy additional wholesale
water (which may not be fully offset by reduction of pumping costs) and (ii) costs to
acquire more water rights above current commitments and/or resistance by development
community to pay for a surcharge.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights would offset the need for WDWR to acquire more rights; (ii) reduce
WDWR pumping costs; (iii) enhanced aquifer recovery; and (iv) enhanced water quality
mitigation.
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3. Artificial Recharge. Recharge (Spring Creek wells 4, 5, 6 and 7) with Truckee River
water in winter months. This option could also help to improve the water quality issues at
the Desert Springs water systems, particularly at Desert Springs 4 and Spring Creek 2
wells.
Implementation Constraints: (i) WDWR complete permitting through State Engineer and
NDEP to inject treated surface water in their wells; (ii) source/cost of surface rights; (iii)
recovery by WDWR of increased costs to buy additional water rights; and (iv) recovery
by WDWR of increased costs to buy additional treated water above current wholesale
amounts.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights could offset the need for WDWR to acquire more rights for this project if
wholesale costs are favorable; (ii) reduce WDWR pumping costs; (iii) enhanced aquifer
recovery; and (iv) enhanced water quality mitigation.
4. Ground Water Replenishment Systems. Ground Water Replenishment Systems (GWRS)
inject highly-treated-recovery water at the north end of the basin to offset the over
pumping and provide supply augmentation.
Implementation Constraints: (i) completion of feasibility testing; (ii) WDWR obtaining
permits through State Engineer and NDEP to inject treated-recovery water; (iii) design
and construct pumps, pipeline and wells; and (iv) recovery by WDWR of increased costs
to buy treated-recovery water from the City of Sparks and operate GWRS.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: Integration may preclude the need for this project
from a water supply perspective.
5. Any combination of Options 1 thru 4.
Implementation Constraints: All the constraints identified above would apply should the
options be developed in any combination.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: All the benefits identified accrue to the utilities.
6. Import Vidler Supplies. Redirect a portion of Vidler supplies to the basin to meet

demands and/or for recharge. Other interbasin sources could be considered as well.
Implementation Constraints: (i) permitting to redirect Vidler water from Lemmon Valley
POU to Spanish Springs; (ii) WDWR obtaining permits to inject treated ground water in
their wells; (iii) design and construct pumps/pipeline; (iv) recovery of construction and
ongoing operating costs; and (v) cost/benefit comparison to available interbasin sources.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: Integration may allow more flexibility in
utilization of this project.
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TRUCKEE MEADOWS
The principal source of ground water in the Truckee River basin in Nevada is the Truckee
Meadows. Ground water occurs beneath Truckee Meadows and has been pumped from the
ground water reservoir for over fifty years. Large quantities of ground water are available from
that part of the reservoir containing unconsolidated rocks of alluvial origin. Ground water also is
available from consolidated rocks, generally in the foothills surrounding Truckee Meadows.
The ground water reservoir is essentially full in much of the Truckee Meadows. The
water-bearing materials in the Truckee Meadows are recharged from infiltration of precipitation
which falls in the mountains and on the land surface, seepage from streams and the Truckee
River entering or crossing the Meadows, underflow from tributary valleys, seepage from
irrigation ditches, deep percolation of water applied for irrigation of pasture, row crops, lawns
and other greenscape areas, and from waste water discharged from septic tanks, and from the
injection of treated surface water into public supply wells used for artificial recharge. On the
eastern slopes of the Sierra, where recharge occurs, precipitation ranges from 8 to 20 inches per
year. The natural ground water discharge supports vegetation principally in the western portion
of the Truckee Meadows and provides water directly to drains and creeks passing through the
Meadows. A significant amount of recharge to the water-bearing materials in Truckee Meadows
is due to seepage from irrigation canals and deep percolation of water applied for irrigation. In
the past, it has been estimated that approximately 25% of water applied for irrigation percolates
into the ground water reservoir. It has been assumed that as land is converted from irrigated
pasture or row crops to lawns or other types of water consumptive landscaping, the recharge
from the land would be reduced. Ground water discharge also occurs when wells are pumped to
provide water for various uses in the Truckee Meadows.
The basin is divided into two regions: Central Truckee Meadows (CTM) and South
Truckee Meadows (STM). The central area extends as far south as the Holcomb Lane area and
includes Hidden Valley. The south Truckee Meadows portion of the basin is the area south of the
Holcomb Lane area including Double Diamond, the Mt Rose fan and foothill areas, and the
Virginia Foothills. Although TMWA’s facilities are within the CTM, WDWR’s Hidden Valley
resources are included as part of the CTM discussion.
Truckee Meadows - Central (CTM)
Summary
The Central Truckee Meadows hydrographic basin primary challenge is the PCE impacts
that are affecting or have affected 12 TMWA and 1 WDWR wells in CTM. The PCE
contamination occurs in several plumes located along the current and historical
commercial/industrial corridors along old US40 (Fourth Street/B Street/Prater Way), Virginia
Street, and Kietzke Lane. Mitigation of the PCE contamination is addressed through the Washoe
County Central Truckee Meadows Remediation District (CTMRD) program. WDWR’s Hidden
Valley and Heron’s Landing systems are located in the east-southeast portion of CTM. WDWR
canceled wholesale water service to Hidden Valley once WDWR began operating its 4 MGD
Longley Treatment Plant (LTP) in 2006. Limited opportunities exist for successful integration
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and/or joint management of water resources. Based on very limited and cursory analyses, the
summary opportunity scorecard for CTM is presented here:
Improve aquifer
volumes?
TMWA WDWR
Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

Will TMWA/WDWR system integration…
Improve aquifer
Create conjunctive
Decrease
WQ?
use opportunities?
operating costs?
TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR
X

X

X

X

Eliminate or delay
capital costs?
TMWA WDWR

X

X

X

X

X

X

Basin Conditions
Water Resources

When compared to other basins in the Great Basin Province of Nevada, the uniqueness of
the Truckee Meadows hydrographic basin is the presence of the Truckee River which flows west
to east through the central Truckee Meadows (CTM) portion of the Truckee Meadows basin. The
Sierra Nevada mountain range on the west side of the basin and underlying the valley are
complexly faulted. Regional faulting gave the mountains their large-scale size, shape, and relief.
The change in elevation ranges from approximately 4914 feet above mean sea level at the eastern
sub-area playa to 10,620 feet above mean sea level at highest peak on Mt Rose at the southwest
end of the basin. The present topography of the basin is the result of erosion and smaller scale
fault structures.
Along the east side of the basin, the Virginia Range and Pah Rah Mountains are
comprised of igneous, volcanic, and metavolcanic rocks. The resulting valley is a structural
depression filled with unconsolidated valley-fill material comprised of weathered material from
the surrounding mountain ridges including layers of clay, silt, fine- to coarse-grained sand, and
gravel. Generally, valley fill is coarser near the mountain ridges and becomes fine-grained in the
center of the valley. The aquifer system is conceptualized as a complex aquifer system
comprised of: 1) alluvium; 2) partly confined alluvium; and 3) fractured bedrock. These units
were identified as distinct units based on differences in geologic, hydraulic, and subsequent
water yield characteristics.
Together, CTM and STM, make up State Engineer designated Basin 87. The geologic
and hydrogeologic characteristics of the southern portion of the basin (STM) differ from CTM
which are described later in the report. Average annual rainfall in the basin ranges from 7.5 to 16
inches.
Ground water quality varies throughout the Truckee Meadows hydrographic basin.
Highly mineralized ground water is generally found at the southeast side of the basin. Low water
quantity areas run east-to-west to the north of the Truckee River. Geothermal areas are present in
the west and southwest areas of CTM.
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Public Water Systems

Both TMWA and WDWR have facilities and customers in the Central Truckee Meadows
basin. Brief details of the utilities for the year ending 2008 are summarized in Table 3.
4

TABLE 3. Summary Statistics for Central Truckee Meadows Basin (87)

A. Retail Service Connections
B. Basin Production Facilities
1. Number of wells
2. Operating capacities (MGD)
3. Surface treatment facilities
4. Surface treatment capacity (MGD)
C. Rights Committed to Serve Basin (acre feet)
1. Ground water-Basin 87
2. Ground water-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **
6. Total Rights
D. 2008 Water Supplies (acre feet)
1. Ground water-Basin 87 ***
2. Ground water-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **
6. Total Water Supplied in 2008
E. Recharge (acre feet)
1. Permitted wells
2. Injected volume FY08/09

TMWA

WDWR

Totals

[2] 73,167

1,750

74,917

28
59.7

3
4.3

31
64.0

2
110

1
4

3
114

[1] 14,633
na

805
na

16,855
na

51,319

1,242

52,561

------65,952

------2,047

------70,365

9,770

2,409

12,179

[2] 49,616
1,703
------61,089

49,616

------2,684

23
1,703

1,703
------63,773

5
0

* Wholesale water from rights diverted, treated and delivered by TMWA to WDWR for use by its customers.
** Excludes TMWA’s storage rights of 22,250 af used only in droughts.
[1] TMWA’s ground water rights are limited in operation under State Engineer Order 1161 which allow increased
pumping in drought years up to 22,000 afa.
[2] Includes water use in Raleigh Heights, Golden Valley, Truckee Canyon and Sun Valley.
*** Some of the WDWR production is attributed to water rights and customers in STM. WDWR Longley Lane
Well 1 is connected to both CTM and STM infrastructure.

4

WDWR operates the Hidden Valley water system which includes Heron’s Landing.
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Current Resource Management Practices-TMWA

The annual average amount of water that crosses the California-Nevada via the Truckee
River is over 500,000 acre feet of which TMWA diverted 67,500 acre feet in 2008. Truckee
River rights provide on average 85-90 percent of TMWA’s water supplies while ground water
supplies the balance.
Development began in CTM in the 1850’s as agricultural diversion of the Truckee River
dominated the Truckee Meadows. Since that time, irrigated lands have given way to residential
and commercial developments that service a population for the greater Reno/Sparks area of over
375,000 people.
TMWA has 28 production wells in the Truckee Meadows basin used for potable water. In
addition there are 2 wells --Peckham and Stanford-- that are unsuitable for drinking purposes but
are used for non-potable applications such as construction water. In 1987, testing of TMWA’s
wells identified the presence of an organic solvent known as perchloroethylene and
tetrachloroethylene (PCE). This solvent has been used since the 1930’s in a variety of
commercial/industrial operations such as commercial dry cleaning, paint manufacturing, and
auto repair. The PCE contamination occurs in several plumes located along the current and
historical commercial/industrial corridors along old US40 (Fourth Street/B Street/Prater Way),
Virginia Street, and Keitzke Lane. Mitigation of the PCE contamination is addressed through the
Washoe County Central Truckee Meadows Remediation District (CTMRD) program. Mitigation
of the PCE plumes is managed by the CTMRD program which has paid for three air-strippingtreatment facilities that remove PCE from five of TMWA’s 28 wells: Keitzke Lane, Mill Street,
High Street, Morrill Avenue, and Corbett School. The CTMRD program has achieved success in
plume capture and containment resulting from the implementation of a prescriptive pumping
schedule of the TMWA wells fitted with PCE treatment equipment. The PCE plumes do not
appear to be moving or growing. TMWA is an active participant with the CTMRD program in
planning for and implementing mitigation of PCE.
Attaining allowable arsenic levels (the maximum contaminant level (MCL) for arsenic of
10 part per billion (ppb)) from ground water sources is an issue for TMWA’s well operations. At
10 ppb, 11 of TMWA’s 28 wells are affected. Four of the wells that exceed the 10 ppb MCL
(Greg, Pezzi, Poplar #1, and Terminal) are piped to Glendale Treatment Plant (“GTP”) for
treatment and/or blending with treated surface water. Two of the five PCE (Mill and Corbett)
are also piped to GTP. The other three PCE wells (High Street, Morrill, and Kietzke) may be
piped to GTP in the future while two other wells (View Street and Poplar #2), though not close
enough to a treatment plant, may require special mitigation for arsenic. Because of TMWA’s
ability to maximize Truckee River water and minimize ground water use to the summer months,
USEPA recognize annual running average of TMWA’s water supplies to attain drinking water
standards.
TMWA also has permits to inject treated surface water into 23 of its CTM wells. In 2008,
TMWA injected 1,714 acre feet in 10 of the permitted wells.
Current Resource Management Practices-WDWR

Demands in Hidden Valley and Heron’s Landing service areas are met with a
combination of surface water and ground water that is treated at the Longley Lane Treatment
Plant. The well field consists of one induction well along the Truckee River and three ground
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water production wells. Treatment consists of manganese and arsenic filtration and chlorination.
This treated water can also be pumped via pipeline to the south Truckee Meadows.

Challenges
Availability of Truckee River water, TWMA’s primary water supply, is challenged
during periods of drought. TMWA manages its reservoir and ground water supplies to meet the
worst 8-year-drought cycle (1987-1994) of record, and is capable to meet 9 to 10-years. As the
Truckee River Operating Agreement (TROA) moves toward implementation, managing droughts
should be less of a burden on resources. TMWA’s greatest challenge in CTM is PCE mitigation.
The PCE plumes are located along the historical commercial and industrial corridors that have
developed along US40 (Fourth Street/B Street/Prater Way), Virginia Street, and Kietzke Lane.
WDWR (through the CTMRD program), in cooperation with TMWA, uses air-stripping
technology to remove PCE from well water. WDWR is also working with local and state
agencies to reduce and possibly eliminate PCE discharges at their various sources.
WDWR’s greatest challenge in CTM is to drill and construct additional water wells or
increase diversion capacities from the Truckee River (Hidden Valley Well 4) to meet future
demands as they occur.

Opportunities to Solve Challenges
Current demands can be met with existing resources and facilities. However, additional
and/or alternate sources of peaking supply are needed to meet future demands. Options 5 include:
1. Enhanced Demand-Side Management (DSM). Both utilities encourage their respective
customers to use water efficiently. The difference between water rights committed to the
basin for service commitments versus the amount of water served indicates that DSM
programs may be contributing to this difference. Rates charged by the respective utilities
are another factor that contributes to decreasing water use. Without further study it cannot
be determined if additional reductions in water can be achieved and what the revenue/rate
impacts would be on the respective utilities.
If permanent reductions in water use can be achieved through enhancing DSM programs,
WDWR could retain the savings and commit the reduction to new service. Further water
reductions within TMWA’s system in CTM would increase reservoir storage
opportunities when TROA is implemented.

5

TMWA currently injects about 1,500-2,500 af/yr in its CTM wells. There are potentially significant WQ benefits
(associated with the PCE challenges) that could be attained in the CTM with increased ASR activities using the
TMWA wells which warrant further evaluation. Recharge may be possible in WDWR Hidden Valley wells using
WDWR facilities. This option could also help to improve the water quality for the Hidden Valley area but it is
uncertain whether the aquifer can accommodate injection. Since individually each utility can recharge using existing
facilities and rights, it does not appear recharge benefits are gained through integration.
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Implementation Constraints: (i) increased costs to expand DSM programs and (ii) cost
recovery by the utilities for these programs.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) potential WDWR cost reduction if TMWA
assumed DSM program management; and (ii) cost increases to expand TMWA’s existing
DSM, and potentially more costs to integrate DSM programs as access to billing data of
WDWR would be required.
2. WDWR increase Truckee River Use. Increased use of Truckee River water by WDWR in
this basin would require more water rights to augment use of ground water and increase
blending of surface with ground water to improve water quality issues. Facilities are in
place to implement this option.
Implementation Constraints: (i) construction of delivery facilities and cost recovery; (ii)
contracts/costs for delivery of treated water; and (iii) recovery of increased costs to buy
more treated water.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights would offset the need for more rights; (ii) reduce WDWR pumping costs;
(iii) enhanced aquifer recovery; and (iv) enhanced water quality mitigation.
3. Any combination of Options 1 and 2.
Implementation Constraints: All the constraints identified above would apply should the
options be developed in any combination.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: All the benefits identified accrue to the utilities.

Truckee Meadows - South (STM)
Summary
The STM area is hydraulically part of the Truckee Meadows basin, but is separated for
discussion purposes due to the hydrogeologic differences between this area and the CTM and the
impacts on water availability in this area. Although TMWA serves Truckee River water to
services in this area, it does not have well production facilities in the area. Based on very limited
and cursory analyses, the summary opportunity scorecard for STM is presented here:
Improve aquifer
volumes?
TMWA WDWR
Potentially
Yes
Probably
Not

Will TMWA/WDWR system integration…
Improve aquifer
Create conjunctive
Decrease
WQ?
use opportunities?
operating costs?
TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR TMWA WDWR

X
X

X
X
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Basin Conditions
Water Resources

When compared to other basins in the Great Basin Province of Nevada, the uniqueness of
the Truckee Meadows hydrographic basin is the presence of the Truckee River which flows west
to east through the central Truckee Meadows (CTM) portion of the Truckee Meadows basin. The
Sierra Nevada mountains on the west side of the basin and underlying the valley are complexly
faulted. Regional faulting gave the mountains their large-scale size, shape, and relief. The
change in elevation ranges from approximately 4914 feet above mean sea level at the eastern
sub-area playa to 10,620 feet above mean sea level at highest peak on Mt Rose at the southwest
end of the basin. The present topography of the basin is the result of erosion and smaller scale
fault structures.
Along the east side of the basin, the Virginia Range and Pah Rah Mountains are
comprised of igneous, volcanic, and metavolcanic rocks. The resulting valley is a structural
depression filled with unconsolidated valley-fill material comprised of weathered material from
the surrounding mountain ridges including layers of clay, silt, fine- to coarse-grained sand, and
gravel. Generally, valley fill is coarser near the mountain ridges and becomes fine-grained in the
center of the valley. The aquifer system is conceptualized as a complex aquifer system
comprised of: 1) alluvium; 2) partly confined alluvium; and 3) fractured bedrock. These units
were identified as distinct units based on differences in geologic, hydraulic, and subsequent
water yield characteristics.
Small perennial streams flow from the Sierra eastward and are tributary to Steamboat
Creek. These streams, Galena, Whites, and Thomas, have very good quality and can be used for
potable purposes. These streams historically were used for irrigation, but now mostly serve
municipal services. Consequently, this source of ground water recharge has largely been
eliminated.
Ground water is largely generated in the snow melt areas of the Sierra and upper alluvial
fans. Its volume is estimated at 14,000 to 16,000 AF (Hydro-Search, Inc. 1992).
Ground water quality varies throughout the south Truckee Meadows basin. Low TDS
ground water is found within the alluvial fans at the base of the Sierra. The water quality
deteriorates at the valley floor where it mixes with highly mineralized geothermal waters
discharged from the Steamboat Springs Geothermal Area at the south end of the valley
(Steamboat Hills).
Public Water Systems

TMWA does not have production facilities in STM, but it does serve Truckee River
water to 1,063 services in the area. WDWR has well facilities and is the largest purveyor in
STM. 6 WDWR is also the operator of the South Truckee Meadows General Improvement
District (STMGID) with 3,704 customers served by 9 production wells. Brief details of the
utilities for the year ending 2008 are summarized in Table 3.

6

WDWR serves customers in Arrow Creek, Double Diamond, Mt Rose, and Thomas Creek Service Areas.
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TABLE 3. Summary Statistics for South Truckee Meadows Basin (87)

A. Retail Service Connections

TMWA

WDWR

Totals

1,063

7,993

9,056

*** 11
11.5

13
13.0

na
na

na
na

2,581

11,173

2,610

1,828
2,610

------13,788

------15,611

1,592

1,592

1,982

1,404
1,982

------3,574

------4,978

B. Basin Production Facilities
1. Number of wells
2. Operating capacities (MGD)
3. Surface treatment facilities
4. Surface treatment capacity (MGD)

na
na

C. Rights Committed to Serve Basin (acre feet)
1. Ground water-Basin 87 & 88
2. Ground water-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **
6. Total Rights

1,828

------1,828

D. 2008 Water Supplies (acre feet)
1. Ground water-Basin 87 & 88
2. Ground water-importation
3. Surface water-retail
4. Surface water-wholesale *
5. Surface water-other **
6. Total Water Supplied in 2008

1,404

------1,404

E. Recharge (acre feet)
1. Permitted wells
2. Injected volume FY08/09
* Wholesale water from rights diverted, treated and delivered by TMWA to WDWR for use by its customers.
** Includes storage rights and creek rights.
***Includes five unequipped production wells, but not STMGID wells and 2 wells in Basin 88.

Current Resource Management Practices-TMWA

As noted above TMWA deliveries water to 1,063 services in this area from its pool of
resources. Sufficient delivery capacity exists within TMWA’s system to meet customer demand
in this area therefore development of additional ground water production facilities in this area is
not needed and would potentially interfere with existing WDWR ground water facilities and/or
domestic well users.
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Current Resource Management Practices-WDWR

Demands in STM service areas are primarily served with ground water and augmented
with wholesale water from TMWA. The wholesale water is limited to serving the valley floor.
Sharing of resources between STMGID and WDWR occurs throughout the year. The equipping
of three new production wells on the valley floor will result in reduced need of wholesale water
in the short term. During the non-irrigation months, certain wells are allowed to recover in order
to reduce long term impacts to domestic wells.

Challenges
Water supplies to TMWA customers in STM are similar to those described previously under
CTM Challenges WDWR’s greatest challenge in STM is meeting peaking demands at the upper
pressure zones particularly within the STMGID system. Impacts to domestic wells from
production pumping are becoming more prevalent.

Opportunities to Solve Challenges
Current demands can be meet with existing resources and facilities. However, additional
and/or alternate sources of supply are needed to meet peaking demands and future demands.
Options include:
1. Enhanced Demand-Side Management (DSM). Both utilities encourage their respective
customers to use water efficiently. The difference between water rights committed to the
basin for service commitments versus the amount of water served indicates that DSM
programs may be contributing to this difference. Rates charged by the respective utilities
are another factor that contributes to decreasing water use. Without further study it cannot
be determined if additional reductions in water can be achieved and what the revenue/rate
impacts would be on the respective utilities.
If permanent reductions in water use can be achieved through enhancing DSM programs,
WDWR could retain the savings and reserve the reduction for basin management
purposes. Further water reductions within TMWA’s system in STM would increase
reservoir storage opportunities when TROA is implemented.
Implementation Constraints: (i) increased costs to expand DSM programs and (ii) cost
recovery by the utilities for these programs.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) potential WDWR cost reduction if TMWA
assumed DSM program management and (ii) cost increases to expand TMWA’s existing
DSM, and potentially more costs to integrate DSM programs as access to billing data of
WDWR would be required.
2. WDWR increase Truckee River Use. Increased use of Truckee River water by WDWR in
this basin would require more water rights to augment use of ground water. Truckee
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River water use in STM is also subject to return flow requirements similar to those in
Lemmon Valley. Increased use of Truckee River water provides blending of surface with
ground water which potentially also solves water quality issues. Facilities are in place to
implement this option.
Implementation Constraints: (i) construction of delivery facilities and cost recovery; (iii)
contracts for delivery of treated water; and (ii) recovery of increased costs to buy more
treated water.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights would offset the need for more rights; (ii) reduce WDWR pumping costs;
(iii) enhanced aquifer recovery; and (iv) enhanced water quality mitigation.
3. Artificial Recharge. Recharge with Truckee River water in winter months. Recharge is
possible in several STMGID wells; this option could also help to improve the water
quality in STM.
Implementation Constraints: (i) WDWR complete feasibility analysis and permitting
through State Engineer and NDEP to inject treated surface water in their wells; (ii) source
of surface rights; (iii) recovery by WDWR of increased costs to buy additional water
rights; (iv) construction of delivery facilities and cost recovery; and/or (v) recovery by
WDWR of increased costs to buy additional treated water if purchased from TWMA.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: (i) use of a portion of TMWA’s unexercised
surface rights could offset the need for WDWR to acquire more rights for this project; (ii)
reduce WDWR pumping costs; (iii) enhanced aquifer recovery; and (iv) enhanced water
quality mitigation.
4. Increase use of creek rights. TMWA has 1,057 acre feet of creek rights (167 af Thomas,
141 af Evans Creek, and 749 af Steamboat Creek) and WDWR has 4,372 acre feet of
creek rights (1,136 af Thomas, 2,846 af Whites Creek, 162 af Galena Creek, and 228 af
Steamboat Creek). WDWR is in the process of obtaining permits to exercise its rights by
allowing the creek waters to flow into the Truckee River and diverting equal or lesser
amounts near or upstream of the confluence of the creeks with the river. WDWR will use
its LTP to treat Truckee River water for delivery into STM. Use of these rights could
serve future commitments, displace current ground water uses in STM, and/or be used for
recharge. Under integrated scenario, TMWA’s creek rights could be used in a similar
fashion to augment supplies to STM.
Implementation Constraints: (i) obtaining permits through State Engineer and (ii)
recovery of WDWR increased costs to operate LTP (which costs may be offset by
avoided well pumping costs).
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: If successful, the use of creek rights can improve
aquifer conditions in STM. An integrated utility would increase benefits derived from
increase creek right use.
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5. Ground Water Replenishment Systems. GWRS may be possible in STM using treatedrecovery water from the South Meadows Wastewater Recovery Plant. Analysis is
required to determine availability of recovery-water supplies and feasibility of injection.
Implementation Constraints: (i) completion of feasibility testing; (ii) obtaining permits
through State Engineer and NDEP to inject treated-recovery water; (iii) design and
construct pumps, pipeline and wells; and (iv) recovery of WDWR increased costs to
construct and operate GWRS.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: At this time there are no quantifiable benefits of
GWRS in the STM or how these benefits could be realized under an integrated utility.
6. Any combination of Options 1 thru 5.
Implementation Constraints: All the constraints identified above would apply should the
options be developed in any combination.
Potential Integrated Solutions/Benefits: All the benefits identified accrue to the utilities.
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Western Regional Water Commission
Staff Report
DATE:

June 23, 2009

TO:

Chairman and Members, Western Regional Water Commission

FROM:

Ben Hutchins, WCDWR Finance and Customer Services Manager

SUBJECT:

Discussion and possible approval of an Interlocal Agreement with Washoe
County for the Investment of Regional Water Management Funds in the
Washoe County Investment Pool, and, if approved, authorize the Chairman
to execute the agreement

SUMMARY
Washoe County (WC) is the fiscal agent for the WRWC Regional Water Management Fund. As
the fiscal agent, WC manages all WRWC purchasing, accounts payable, accounting and
investment transactions in support of the WRWC work plan.
The Agreement to Invest Regional Water Management Funds in the Washoe County Investment
Pool authorizes the County’s Treasurer to invest WRWC funds by pooling it with monies of the
County for investment in the County’s Investment Pool Fund.
PREVIOUS ACTION
None.
FISCAL IMPACT
Per the terms of the agreement, the County’s Treasurer shall invest WRWC’s monies in such
securities only as authorized by NRS 355.170 and 355.171 as well as other applicable provisions
of Nevada Revised Statutes and any special applicable law and in accordance with County’s
investment policies (a copy of which WRWC acknowledges receipt). Treasurer shall allocate
and distribute on account for WRWC a pro rata share of any gains, losses and interest earnings in
the County’s Investment Pool Fund (“Fund”) based upon the proportion of WRWC’s monies to
the total value of the Fund and also based on the average cash balance in the Fund over the
applicable accounting period. Any related third party charges shall likewise be allocated to
WRWC. WRWC acknowledges that the County and the Treasurer utilize the services of a
professional fund manager as well as a statutorily required third party custody agent and that
WRWC pro rata share of expenses will include the fees to pay these professional
managers/agents.
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the WRWC approve the Agreement for the Investment of Regional Water
Management Funds in the Washoe County Investment Pool.
POSSIBLE MOTION
Move to approve the Agreement for the Investment of Regional Water Management Funds in the
Washoe County Investment Pool.
brh
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INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT
1.
PARTIES
This Interlocal Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into between Washoe
County, a political subdivision of the State of Nevada, by and through its duly constituted Board
of County Commissioners (“County”), and the Western Regional Water Commission, a Joint
Powers Authority created pursuant to Chapter 531, Statutes of Nevada 2007, by and through its
duly constituted Commission (“WRWC”), and all parties are hereafter occasionally referred to as
“Party” or “the Parties.”.
2.

RECITALS
2.1

The Parties are public agencies under NRS 277.100;

2.2
NRS 277.180(1) provides that any one or more public agencies may contract with
any one or more other public agencies to perform any governmental service, activity or
undertaking which any of the contracting agencies is authorized by law to perform;
2.3
Pursuant to the Act, WRWC is authorized to impose and collect a fee from
ratepayers receiving water service from public water purveyors in the region at a rate not to
exceed 1.5% of the amount otherwise billed in order to fund the planning and administration
required by the Act (Water Management Fund”); and
2.4
NRS 355.168 and 355.175 authorize the County’s Treasurer (“Treasurer”) to
invest by pooling any money held by the Treasurer for public agencies/local governments;
2.5
WRWC, as a “local government” under NRS 354.474, desires to deposit all or
part of the Water Management Fund, and any other authorized monies, with Treasurer to be
pooled with monies of the County and other “local governments” for investment in the County’s
Investment Pool Fund (“Fund”); and
2.6
WRWC hereby authorizes County and Treasurer, and County and Treasurer
agree, to invest certain monies from the Water Management Fund and other authorized sources
of monies deposited by WRWC (“WRWC Monies”) in the Fund; and
2.7
The Parties wish to formalize this Agreement to set forth the terms and conditions
upon which WRWC Monies shall be pooled and invested; and
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions herein, the
Parties agree as follows:
This Agreement cancels and supersedes, as of the date
3.
PRIOR AGREEMENTS
hereof, any previous agreement, whether oral or written, between County and WRWC regarding
the subject of this Agreement.
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4.
AUTHORIZATION TO POOL AND INVEST
WRWC hereby authorizes County
and Treasurer, and County and Treasurer agree, to invest certain monies tendered by WRWC in
the Fund pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof.
WRWC will deposit certain monies
5.
IDENTIFICATION OF WRWC’S MONIES
with Treasurer from time to time for the purposes set forth herein.
6.

INVESTMENTS AND ALLOCATION

6.1
Treasurer shall invest WRWC’s monies in such securities only as authorized by
NRS 355.170 and 355.171 as well as other applicable provisions of Nevada Revised Statutes and
any special applicable law and in accordance with County’s investment policies (a copy of which
WRWC acknowledges receipt).
6.2 Treasurer shall allocate and distribute on account for WRWC a pro rata share of
any gains, losses and interest earnings in the Fund based upon the proportion of WRWC’s
monies to the total value of the Fund and also based on the average cash balance in the Fund
over the applicable accounting period. Any related third party charges shall likewise be allocated
to WRWC. WRWC acknowledges that the County and the Treasurer utilize the services of a
professional fund manager as well as a statutorily required third party custody agent and that
WRWC pro rata share of expenses will include the fees to pay these professional
managers/agents
7.

PROCESSING WRWC’S DEBT PAYMENTS

7.1
In the event that WRWC deposits with Treasurer WRWC monies which are
obligated under special financing, such as bonds, WRWC shall be solely responsible for
monitoring the status of such special financing and determining if and when it is appropriate to
call such special financing. Until WRWC advises Treasurer in writing that it is calling such
special financing and directs Treasurer to cease payments, Treasurer shall process payments on
such special financing on behalf of WRWC in accordance with instructions of issuance.
7.2
Treasurer may act as paying agent or select a third party paying agent to process
such payments. Any charges by such a third party shall be deducted from WRWC’s monies in
the Fund.
8.
REPORTING
The Washoe County Comptroller shall deliver to WRWC as soon as
practical following the end of each quarter of each fiscal year a report revealing the Fund’s
balances, earnings, losses and prorata allocations thereof to WRWC.
WRWC shall promptly advise Treasurer in
9.
WRWC’S AUTHORIZED AGENTS
writing of the name(s) and address(es) of its employee(s)/agent(s) who is/are authorized to
advise and instruct Treasurer concerning the matters of this Agreement. WRWC will also
provide to Treasurer specimen signatures of the authorized employee(s)/agent(s). Treasurer shall
not suffer any liability whatsoever with respect to any action taken in reliance upon any written
instructions or notices which Treasurer shall, in good faith, believe to be genuine and to have
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been signed by WRWC’s authorized employee(s)/agent(s).
10.

WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

10.1 WRWC is entitled to make partial withdrawals of its monies out of the Fund
provided WRWC delivers to Treasurer written notice and specific instructions regarding said
withdrawal. Treasurer shall comply therewith at the first reasonable opportunity presented by the
markets and in consideration of the type of investments used in the Fund, but only so long as the
Fund incurs no loss or risk to its remaining investments, and further so long as WRWC pays any
penalties, losses and third-party-expense related to said withdrawal. Cash distribution shall be
determined by par value of securities at liquidation, if necessary.
10.2 This Agreement may be terminated by either party upon thirty days (30) written
notice or upon the enactment of any law inconsistent herewith. The value of the Fund at the
expiration of said thirty (30) days shall determine the prorata value of WRWC’s monies,
including earnings and losses, available to be distributed to WRWC. Notwithstanding the thirty
(30) day notice, such distributions of WRWC’s monies from the Fund shall occur over that
period of time which in the reasonable determination of Treasurer is necessary to protect the
Fund’s other investments from risk and loss in accordance with sec. 10.1 above, not to exceed
eight (8) months. The party electing to terminate this Agreement shall pay all penalties, losses
and third-party-expense related to such distributions.
11.

INDEMNIFICATION/HOLD HARMLESS

11.1 The Parties agree that each will be responsible for any liability or loss that may be
incurred as a result of any claim, demand, cost, or judgment made against that party arising from
any negligent act or negligent failure to act by any of that party’s employees, agents, or servants
in connection with the performance of obligations assumed pursuant to this Agreement.
11.2 Each Party further agrees, to the extent allowed by law pursuant to NRS Chapter
41, to hold harmless, indemnify and defend the each other from any and all losses, liabilities, or
expenses of any nature to the person or property of another, to which each may be subjected as a
result of any claim, demand, action, or cause of action arising out of the negligent acts, errors or
omissions on the part of the employees, agents, or servants of the other.
11.3 The indemnification obligation pursuant to this section is conditioned upon
receipt of prompt written notice by the indemnifying party of the indemnified party’s actual
notice of any action or pending claim or cause of action. The indemnifying party shall not be
liable to hold harmless any attorney’s fees and costs for the indemnified party’s chosen right to
participate with legal counsel.
11.4 W.R.W.C. agrees that it is investing at its own risk and that past performance is
not an explicit guarantee for future performance. W.R.W.C. agrees to hold the County harmless
from all claims, suits, actions, costs, losses, penalties, taxes and liabilities, including court costs
and attorneys’ fees, arising from or related to investment performance under this Agreement.
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12.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

12.1 This Agreement is binding upon and inures to the benefit of the Parties and their
respective successors and assigns.
12.2 This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the Parties
with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes and replaces all prior understandings
and agreements, whether verbal or in writing, with respect to the subject matter hereof.
12.3 This Agreement may not be modified, amended, assigned, transferred, nor may
any rights, obligations or duties hereunder be delegated in any respect without the written
consent of the other party hereto.
12.4 In the event either party brings any legal action or other proceeding with respect
to the breach, interpretation, or enforcement of this Agreement, or with respect to any dispute
relating to any transaction covered by this Agreement, the losing party or parties in such action
or proceeding shall reimburse the prevailing party or parties therein for all reasonable costs of
litigation, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
12.5 This Agreement is made in, and shall be governed, enforced and construed under
the laws of the County of Washoe and the State of Nevada. The parties consent to the personal
jurisdiction of any state or federal court of competent jurisdiction located in Washoe County,
Nevada and to the service of process by any means authorized by any such state or federal court
under the laws of the State of Nevada. The exclusive venue of any action, proceeding or
counterclaim arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be Washoe County,
Nevada.
12.6 No delay or omission by either party in exercising any right or power hereunder
shall impair any such right or power or be construed to be a waiver thereof, unless this
Agreement specifies a time limit for the exercise of such right or power or unless such waiver is
set forth in a written instrument duly executed by the person granting such waiver. A waiver of
any person of any of the covenants, conditions, or agreements hereof to be performed by any
other party shall not be construed as a waiver of any succeeding breach of the same or any other
covenants, agreement, restrictions or conditions hereof.
12.7 All notices, demands or other communications required or permitted to be given
in connection with this Agreement, shall be in writing, and shall be deemed delivered when
personally delivered to a party (by personal delivery to an officer or authorized representative of
an agency party) or, if mailed, three (3) business days after deposit in the United States mail,
postage prepaid, certified or registered mail, addressed to the parties as follows:
Washoe County Treasurer
Administration Complex
1001 East Ninth Street, Suite D 140
Reno, Nevada 89512

Western Regional Water Commission
1355 Capital Boulevard
Reno, Nevada 89502
Attention: WRWC Treasurer
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Any person may change its address for notice by written notice given in accordance with the
foregoing provisions.
12.8 The Agreement may be executed in one or more counterpart copies, and each of
which so executed, irrespective of the date of execution and delivery, shall be deemed to be an
original, and all such counterparts together shall constitute one and the same instrument. This
Agreement may be recorded.
12.9 This Agreement is effective upon the date the last signing party signs this
Agreement ("Effective Date").
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement.
WASHOE COUNTY

WESTERN REGIONAL WATER COMMISSION

Dated this __ day of ________, 2009

Dated this __ day of ________, 2009

By: ___________________________
David Humke, Chairman
Board of Commissioners

By: ___________________________
Michael Carrigan, Chairman

ATTEST:

ATTEST:

______________________________

______________________________
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